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editor's note
If you’re looking for election re-

sults, you won't find them here.

The Lumberjack
found no mistakes to
correct in the Oct. 21
issue.
lf you find an error,

e-mail “thejack
@ axe.
humboidt. edu” or send
a note to Nelson Hall
East 6, Humboldt State
University, Arcata.

It’s sad but true. Our press deadline is 6 p.m. Tuesday — two hours

before the polls close. Back in the
day, The "Jack was able to scoop the
entire county come election time.

You
can
find
them
at
lumberjack.humboldt.edu/election98 /index.html.

A very special thanks to our
Online Editor Greg Magnus for coordinating the effort.
One last thing — you'll notice that

Our deadline wasn’t until Wednesday morning, and the Times-Standard went to press in the afternoon.

our Science section has returned

Now it’s the other way around.

break for Thanksgiving — Science

But because we love you so much,

some of us stayed up WAY past our
bedtimes last night to bring you the

this week. In Depth will be back
Nov. 18, and from then on — witha

and In Depth will alternate.

Tiffany Lee-Youngren
tml 1 @axe.humboldt.edu

election results online.
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Reed trumpets new budget, faculty remains unhappy
by Matt Krupnick
photo by Mike Camara
CSU Chancellor Charles Reed’s
weekend visit to HSU may have
been partially intended to exhort
the merits of the proposed CSU
budget, but some faculty members
say the budget doesn’t accomplish
everything the Board of Trustees
and Reed claim.
Reed said Monday that the $3.2
billion budget includes a 6 percent
pay raise for faculty members,
which would help bridge the gap
between CSU salaries and those of
faculty at other institutions. The
gap 1s based ona study by the California Post-Secondary Education
Commission (CPEC) that determined that CSU salaries are about
11 percent less than salaries at the
20 institutions examined.
While the California Faculty Association, which includes 31 percent of CSU faculty, was asking for
the 6 percent raise, the pay hike
included in the proposed budget
doesn’t bridge the CPEC gap, said
Kenneth Fulghum, the CFA representative at HSU.

“What (Reed) doesn’t tell you is

that 40 percent of that or more goes
into merit pay, which goes to fewer
faculty in bigger chunks,” Fulghum

said. “How’s a young faculty member going to make it? They can just
make ends meet.”
Combined with this year’s 5 percent faculty pay raise, the proposed
6 percent raise would complete
closure of the salary gap, Reed
said.

“T think it shows the good faith
of the Board of Trustees and myself,” he said.
Reed’s assertion, however, is

flawed for many reasons, Fulghum
said. Besides the fact that the 11
percent gap is comprised of different elements than the percentage
being accounted for in the CSU
budget, the 20 colleges researched
in the CPEC study are mostly research institutions, while CSU

student.

That sum is different every year
and is based

on an amount

alloted by the
mately $6,000
contributed by
$1,500 comes

state. Approxiper student was
the state. Another
from an approxi-

mation of student fees, which in-

cludes cost of living on
campusand
other student

which adds to the burden of tenure-track teachers, Fulghum said.

“They’re an exploitable work
force,” he said. “I think we need to
continue hiring more young ten-

ure-track faculty.
“To me, having a quality education is having a full base of tenure-

track faculty and a flexible group
of temporary faculty.”
Reed, who became chancellor in

March, emphasized the importance of all the resources
school.

in a

“It takes a whole university to
educate a student,” he said.
He also expressed the signifi-

tury,” Reed said. “We provide the

temporary faculty members — 43

backbone of California’s future.”

than originally predicted, the

Specific funds were set aside for
each university to develop certain projects, such as upgrading
libraries and retrofits.
“There was little flexibility,”
Mueller said.
Those guidelines were done
away with and each university
has been able to design its own
working budget. The University
Resource, Planning and Budget
Committee, along with the Ex-

ecutive Committee had to come
up with procedures on how the
campus budget would be allocated.
For the last three years, budget
demands have been met and the

charges. There are adjustments

made for non-resident students.
If HSU has a larger enrollment

The problem with employing so
many temporary employees is that
they work less than half time,

ulty in CSU schools. HSU has 247

Students can still contribute to additional funds. But if enrollproposals for the use of ‘mentis lower than expected, the
university is required to give back
unallocated funds.
Recently there has been contro- the allocated money it received
versy surrounding the University for those students.
In the past, every school in the
Resource, Planning and Budget
Committee on student submis- CSU had a set of guidelines to
sions for the use of unallocated use to develop a working budget.
Every university in the CSU
system receives money according
to the enrollment of full-time
equivalent students, said the
chair of the URPBC, Carolyn
Mueller. This year that money
was approximately $7,500 per

porary.

cance of the 23-campus CSU, the

university does not receive any

funds.

CSU faculty, 47 percent are tem-

schools are teaching colleges, he
said.
Fulghum also said the proposed
budget doesn’t account for the
overabundance of temporary fac-

Surplus fund proposals
causing controversy |
by Jen Picard

percent of the total — and 328 tenure-track faculty members. Of

See Funds,
page 7

largest institution of higher learn-

ing in the country.
“The CSU provides the educated work force for the 21st cen-

CSU Chancellor Charles Reed held an open forum with HSU faculty on Monday.

CCAT clashes with HSU over tree
Tiffany Lee-Youngren
Photo by
Adam Conley
When they cut down a tree from the land surrounding the Campus Center for Appropriate Technology
two weeks ago, the co-directors of CCAT thought

they were fulfilling their responsibility to maintain
the grounds.
But because the tree was on university land and was
therefore property of the state, the directors violated

the law by removing the tree.
Now HSU is requiring the co-directors to do volunteer landscaping on campus to help rectify the

damage they’ve done.
CCAT Co-director Stacey Pribanic said the tree,

an approximately 30-foot non-native Monterey Pine,
was dropping needles onto CCAT’s herb garden,
making the soil too acidic for the herbs to grow. The
directors tried to solve the problem by picking up

the pine needles, but it became to great a task.
The directors then decided to cut the tree down
and replace it with a Hawthorne and a Ginkgo tree,
which are both medicinal species.
Pribanic said their decision was also based on the
fact that the 15-year-old pine has a short life span
and would need to be removed eventually.

The tree had originally been planted by CCAT
volunteers.
Ken Combs, HSU’s director of Physical Services,
said the university might have agreed to remove the

“gs

non-native tree was cut down at the CCAT house. )

tree if CCAT had approached the appropriate administrators.
“Tt wasn’t their decision to make,” he said. “I don’t

think they meant to do anything bad, but I think they

did it without being fully aware of the fact that it wasn’t
CCAT property.
See CCAT, pagei0
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“Shifting the Paradigm:

From

Control to Respect,” a new documentary film in production by

social change inovements in the
United States, such as the civil
rights movement.
To contribute to the documentary or for details call 826-5495.

high school students from Northern California will participate in

HSU students and assistant professor Ann Alter, will examine the

workshops on college planning,
goal setting. finding support. leadership, career opportunities and

movement.
The film will explore the evolu-
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— Parents, Family, Friends of Les-

bians and Gays.

Proceeds will help purchase edu-

cational materials for suicide-preSee Clips,
page 9
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Practice what you preacch

Music professor featured on national radio show
by
Amanda Lang
photo by Adam Conley
Having played the piano since
age 8, HSU Music Professor
Deborah Clasquin has performed
with many artists, including top
violinist. Terri ne
Clasquin was featured on Na-

tional Public Radio’s nationally

syndicated radio show called “Performance Today” in 1995.

“Teaching isn't all about reciting words from books.
It is also about what you learn from the students,”
Deborah Clasquin
music professor

Since high school, Clasquin has
given private piano lessons to up
and coming young musicians. She
said it was the desire to pass her

knowledge on to others that made
her want to teach.

Her musically gifted family influ-

That desire brought her to HSU
in 1985. Teaching piano lessons

of five children to start playing an

from a part-time studio and working as a part-time teacher,Clasquin
was able to attend Indiana Univer-

enced her froma young age to start
taking piano lessons. “I was the last

instrument,” Clasquin said. “I
thought 8 years old was much too
old to get started; most musicians

start at four of five years of age.”
Growing up in Boston, Clasquin
said she was surrounded by the
musically talented. After her
graduation from high school,
Clasquin attended Smith College,
a private woman’s college in western Massachusetts.
“Attending Smith College was
extraordinary,” Clasquin said. “I

was surrounded by all of the
women in powerful positions, and

they made me want to succeed mu-

sically.”

sity during the summer months. In
1988 she completed her doctorate

thousands of other students, and

Recently another tape was submitted to the show featuring
Clasquin and Baune. The two

in turn learn from them. “Teaching isn’t all about reciting words
from books,” Clasquin said. “It is
also about what you learn from the
students.”
The determination that took her
from the East Coast to the Midwest
and finally to the West Coast, is
also the same determination that
helps her to make a difference in
many music students’ lives.

tend Indiana University, where she
found herself among 5,000 other

and this year she will be performing with Mayron Tsong, a fellow
staff member and pianist.

lenging,” she said. “The competition between the students was intense. You had to be good at what
you did in order to succeed.”

tears,” ‘Tankersley said. “I wanted
to share that same expereince with
other people. That is why I submitted the tape to the show.”
Weeks went by and finally
Clasquin was notified that her piano solo would be aired.
“All I could say was ‘wow’,”
Clasquin said. “I was shocked,
proud and amazed that my friends

and family all over the country
would hear my name and my mu-

Clasquin’s participation with the
Faculty Artist Series, a benefit concert, is one way she works to help
music students. The concert raises
money for the music department
scholarships. Clasquin has per-

“Indiana University was so chal-

Deborah perform, I was moved to

degree in music.
Since then, Clasquin has been
able to pass her knowledge on to

After graduating in 1978 with a
bachelor’s degree in music,
Clasquin moved back to Boston
and completed her master’s at the
New England Conservatory. Her
desire to enhance her musical ability continued, prompting her to atmusic students.

ted a tape of one of her benefit concert performances. “When I heard

|

Deborah Clasquin, a music ‘professor, has been mae the piano since she
was 8 years old.
her 5-year-old daughter Signe.
music courses on campus.

sic.”

“Signe started taking piano les-

women are waiting to hear from

NPR about the possibility of being
featured on the show once again.

er

oe
s

like it, I won’t be upset,” Clasquin

you find such a place that offers
such diversity of music courses.”
Clasquin lives in Arcata with her
husband of six years and their
daughter.

it offers

Clasquin said. “No where else can

on NPR, Clasquin is still giving
private piano lessons and teaching
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efit concerts is what won her a
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good friend Ben Tankersly, submit-
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space in the Mai Kai lot. When the
vehicle is found to have both permits, the investigation is called off.

4:07 p.m. — Got milk crates? —
The Sequel: A B Street bicyclist
with a burgled milk crate is
stopped. The kidnapped crate is
confiscated and the suspect released on his own recognizance
with a verbal warning.

2.163.176

11:58 p.m. — Country star Mary
Chapin Carpenter circles the
wagons.She calls UPD to help

jump-start her tour bus, but by the
time the calvary arrive she’s riding
off into the sunset. Giddy-up.
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3:29 p.m. — The Clock Struck
Three, We Bought Some LSD.
The report of two males trying to
“sell doses of drugs” near the clock
tower brings UPD, but they are

unable to locate the pair.
8:59 p.m. — A Redwood resident gets busted with less than an
ounce of weed. She gets cited for
possession and is released.
Oct. 30

2:51 p.m. — UPD is unable to

locate the people allegedly on the
UC roof throwing water balloons
into the Quad.

6:21 p.m. — A trio of slovenly
males sporting sport-type jackets
are reported to be throwing stuff
off the L.K. Wood pedestrian
bridge, including their urine. UPD
is unable to sniff out the urinaters.

— Compiled by Greg Magnus
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Funds

tee.

* Continued from page 3
surplus money has been appropriated to future projects.
“We (the committee) try not to

refer to the funds as surplus,”

Mueller said. “They just haven’t
been allocated to a specific project
yet.”
The job of the committee is to

make recommendations to the Executive Committee on how these

funds should be spent.
The committee receives proposals from the universities three vice
presidents. The committeethen

decides which proposals will have

the greatest impact on the university and they recommend those to”
the Executive Committee.

‘Two years ago, the committee
decided to try and recommend a
proposal process to allow students
to submit suggestions. Guidelines

were developed and it was decided
that students could submit proposals to the vice presidents. The
vice presidents were then responsible for prioritizing the proposals
and sending them to the URPBC.
In the first year, 33 proposals were
submitted by students and 40 proposals were submitted the next

year.
.
Last spring, the URPBC asked
the Executive Committee to consider allowing students to submit
proposals directly to the commit-

The Executive Committee decided against that. They also decided to suspend the proposal pro-

cess altogether.
“We need to do something differently,” Mueller said.
Mueller said that there were two
main reasons why the Executive

Committee decided against the
URPBC’s recommendation.
She said that state money can not

be spent on just anything. It has to
be used on projects that directly
involve the state or it’s property.
For example, Mueller said that
there was a proposal to reroof the
Y.E.S. House. The Y.E.S. House

is not state property, therefore state
money can not be used on that

project.

Also during the early nineties,
there was very little money in the
CSU. Recently there has been an

increase in money from two
sources; additional enrollment and

an increased budget. HSU has
been working to use these funds to
fulfill the University Strategic Plan
set up by Western Association of
Schools and Colleges during accreditation in the 1996-97 budget

cycle.
The Executive Committee decided that the universities vice
presidents were in the best posi-

tion to makes decisions on how to
use those funds to best fulfill those
goals, Mueller said.
“When you have that much

money, you look very carefully at

how you spend it,” Mueller said.

“That’s not to say that there won’t

still be student input. There will

be focus groups with the vice
presidents that students can get involved with. There are also three
students on the committee that
were appointed by Associated Students.”

Mueller said that one of the
problems is that the proposals
need to “think broader in terms.”

“We were told to tie the funds in
with campus priorities. To be
more focused on university goals,”
Mueller said.
“If we get a proposal for $5,000,

we really don’t look at it. We want
to make a big difference on cam-

pus. That means funding fewer,
bigger projects to get the most for

university surplus funds.
“We tried to speak

dent owned ond opera
with

McCrone,” Douglas said. “We

were stonewalled at an attempt.”
Mueller said that student proposals do get serious consideration.
The B Street project was a proposal made by students to turn B
Street into a pedestrian mall. The
committee had to look at it in
broader terms — for example what
to do about the loss of parking.
The project was scaled down, but

the committee is still looking at

possible development plans for the
project.
“It is always possible that it could
return to a proposal process,”

707
445 =. 2609
, sat
1:00 - 7:00 p.m.
un
1:00 - 5:00 p.m.
r daily by appointment

Mueller said. “But that seems un-

likely this year.
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the money.”

In response to that decision the
Associated Students passed a

Rubber Ducky?

resolution on Oct. 12, to “call

DISCOVER.

upon the University Executive
Committee to follow the URPBC’s
recommendation and allow students to, via their A.S. representa-

tives, submit up to ten proposals
for University surplus funds.”

¢ English Hand &
Body Lotions

“We deserve a voice in this matter,” Charles Douglas, A.S. repre-

¢ Essential Oils

sentative, said.
The Associated Students held a
press conference outside President

¢ Tiger Balm
¢ Herbal Bath
Powders

Alistair McCrone’s office on Oct.

* Aromatherapy

19 to address the university accountability on the expenditure of |

¢ Candles &
Incense

* Wooden
Massagers
47

«Bath Brushes

“.. * Natural Sponges
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Make love, not waste

ss

by Adam Cone

Make love, net waste is the motto of the Campus Recycling Program. For the last
couple of weeks vohm-

teers have been collecting used paper cups from the Depot to decorate the quad im a
demonstration of how
much HSU students waste. For mere information on the program call 826-41
62.

Bloxham's

EXON

No need to go to Eureka or McKinleyville.

At Last.

na

Full Self-Service UPS
Shipping In Arcata!

Tiger Mart
14th E& G Streets,
Arcata
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eee
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Ask about our affordable solutions
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Clips
° Continued from page 4
vention programs for high school
students.
For more information call 826-

3360.

Veterans to be honored in

ceremony next Wednesday
To commemorate Veterans Day,
HSU’s Veterans Affairs Office will
host a public ceremony and recep-

tion next Wednesday at 12:30
p.m.
The event will be in the Kate

Buchanan Room.
It will include presentations by

Humboldt
State

city, county and Humboldt State
officials.
The keynote address will be delivered by U.S. Coast Guard Cmdr.
Robert W. Durfey.
“So many veterans serve important roles on our campus and in
our community,” Cai Williams,
Humboldt’s Veterans Affairs director, stated in a press release. “This
provides us an opportunity to sa-

lute them and recognize this common bond they share.”
HSU’s Office of Veterans Affairs
has provided advice and academic
support to veterans enrolled at

HSU since 1972.
For more information call 8264971.

$3.2 million budget
The CSU Board of Trustees apget request

of $3.2

billion on

Thursday.
The request includes $93 mil-

lion to help close the faculty salary
gap, $57.2 million to handle enrollment growth, $25 million for

technology infrastructure and $45

Fras

Security Most Wealthy People Don’t Know
@ WED. NOV. 11 — How to Stalk a Dragon
@ FRI. NOV. 13 — Reflections of the “New
World Symphony:” Going Home
@ SAT. NOV. 14, 11 AM — When Life
Becomes a Lion's Den, Dare to be a Daniel
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Interest Revenues
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326,799

GRAND OPENING Party
SATURDAY, Nov. 7TH
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( 64.766)

Total Fixed Assets
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Accumulated
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Accounts and Other Receivables
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LAUNDROMAT & SnacK Bar
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336,591
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34,156
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8,246
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Travel
Insurance
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Program Expenditures
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Equipment Disposal
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Welcome

COLOR CALENDAR
Bring this coupon to the Kinko's listed
below and receive $5 off a Deluxe
12-month Flip Calendar.

kinko‘s:
1618 G St., Arcata 822-8712

( 5,710)

Other Changes in Net Assets:
Changes in Campus Program Fund Liabilities

Arcata

$5 OFF

Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues and
Support Over Expenditures

¢

VISA, Mastercard,

Expenditures:
Salaries and Wages

@ TUE. NOV. 10— The Secret to Financial

ae
galas WE SAT. NOV. 14 — A New Way to Pray: How
At your local Seventh Day Adventist Church to Grow Your Forever Friendship with God

Current assets:
Cash On Hand & Commercial Accts
Cartificates of Deposit and Insured Money
Market Accounts
Total Cash

Prepaid Expenses
Refundable Deposits
Total Current Assets

M@ WED. NOV. 4 — The Spectacular
Prophecy that Nostradamus Missed
@ FRI. NOV. 6 — The Truth of the Broken
Goblet
@ SAT. NOV. 7, 11 AM — Journeying with
the Jews: Return of the Remnant
@ SAT. NOV. 7 — Which Church Should |
Go to God?
@ SUN. NOV. 8 — Turning Prophets into
m Profits: Are All Modern Prophets a Scam?
|

The proposed budget includes
an 11.6 percent general fund in-
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instructional equipment replacement and libraries.
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-CCAT: Co-diteciors will take responsibility
—
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“We just didn’t realize we had to go through the

university. In our eyes we were maintaining the
grounds.”
Stacey Pribanic
CCAT co-director

junds and landscaping,
—a

Washers

| 30 & 50 LB Dryers

5

said
“2 minute

and

Co-directors

Stev en Sakala and Michelle Wallar

wash”

1- minute for drop off

Ww

1- minute for pick up

| 1080 F Street, Arcata

Pril banic

go through

822-1317)
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spend a certain
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the university.” she

IS OTrounds keeping project,
16 exact number of

se HSU
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- of the project

is still being negotiated.
Combs said the CCAT Steering
Committee agreed not to pursue

any further punitive action against
the

co- directors.

He

sla sald

Physical Services and CCAT are

working on ensuring “closer communication” in the future.
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ite a dialogueon race in in Akron, Ohio. ©
;
dt County,” Freedman
In 1997, Clinton formed a

Ne want to invite as many “Presidential Dialogue Commitpeop
le (college tee” which gathered together
as possible
and community scholars and other experts to
nts, teachers,

by Joe Toland
Soma, a volunteer tree-sitter who spent three months in two redwood
trees, was forced off out of them Friday.
Soma, who refused to give his real name, had occupied two redwood
trees since July 1. Both trees, which he named Thisbe and Inanna, are
located on Pacific Lumber property in Bell Creek.

e
is schedmunity forumson rac
| uledfor tomorrow night
at 7 in

and nights he spent keeping the trees from being logged. Thisbe was

100 feet tall and 15 feet in diameter and Inanna was 220 feet tall and

about the same width.
The cargo nets, more than 100 feet long, served for climbing during
the day and were used for sleeping at night.
In an interview only hours after
he returned to Arcata from the forest, Soma had plenty to say about
his experience.
“From the top of the tree, you
me Cem
emt ol
could see all the way down to ‘All
ence (of tree-sitting)
Species Grove’ down through the

was like a deep
meditation retreat
PURE
Um ys
Soma
Bell Creek

tree-sitter

valley all the way to where Bell
Creek meets Lawrence Creek,” he

) to come

the Eureka High School Cafete-

books.

.

“I would wake up in the morn-

ing and greet the sun, and then |

would read books ... I hada couple
on quantum physics, some on
meditation and science fiction and
one only on tea,” he said.
Soma said forest animals came out in the quiet days of summer and

early fall. He said, “I saw bears a number of times, and there was a family
of owls that would come by and perch on the netting and Id talk to
them ... and there were hawks too.”
“To me the experience'was like a deep meditation retreat and commune with the earth,” Soma added.

Soma was joined by another volunteer, Eve, a few days before he was
forced out of the trees. Food and supplies were hiked in for them regularly by other volunteers.
Soma’s position in the two redwoods also served a strategic purpose.
He said it was a good place to observe and check any logging activity in
the grove.
“We wanted to be aware of logging activity in the area, and this position was best able to defend the grove. We could see all the roads in the
area, and far off into the distance,” he said.

Soma and Eve met their opposition Friday as the Humboldt County
Sheriff and PL Security teams came to clear the trees for falling. Soma
said the sheriff and PL teams said they were there to “clear out a trespassing situation.”
PL spokesperson Mary Bullwinkel said a tree-climber was sent up the
two trees Thursday to remove the sitters’ food, water and sleeping bags.
She said both sitters voluntarily came down the next day.
“Before, PL loggers would come and make weird comments and try to
talk me down. Usually they were nice but at other times they were frustrated, but nothing big, no threats,” Soma said.

Soma and Eve stayed in one of the cargo nets while their belongs were
removed by the climber.
The climbers are not allowed to touch the tree-sitters because of the
See Soma,
page 15

study problems such as housing,
administration and policy issues

we really don’t face itor regarding race. _

when it can reallybe
Freedman thought about the
part ofour lives.” _ presidential forum
and recom-

Togucon race,theEurekabranch

This event
is being directed by mended that a similar opporeu
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| of the National Association for _

_the Advancement of Colored
NAACP, who got the idea from a flection in Humboldt County
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Hispanic/Latino
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Asian

“The Myth of Race.”

This lecture will focus on

_ myths of race used as poor forms

Terri Freedman, coordinator _

(210 students/2.8%)

Response

(1,222 students/16.3%)

African
American

Pacific
Islander

(127 students/1.7%)

| (62 students/1.1%)

of the forum, explained that the ‘
_ ideaof the discussion is to work
_on the debunking

Native American
Other / No

speaking on his selected topic, | (187 students/2.5%)

said.

During the day, Soma would engage in deep meditation or read

because

t County is a diverse

«.
__ In the spiritof a national dia

Before he was forced out of the forest under penalty of trespassing,
Soma spent his days among expanses of cargo net along with a 50-foot-

Both of the giant redwoods were the home for Soma during the days

Oe)

n Scheduled for tomiortow

Two tree-sitters
leave perch Friday

long traverse stretched between the two trees.

‘
olen
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of the myth of _

racism, and in doing this,to re-

definerace.

“The whole reason
to do this

SOURCE: CSU Campus Highlights

Program helps teens run computer networks
ve C

an one of you find me the hard drive?”
P.M. Clary looks around the
circle of CyberTribe members. It

by Frank Pruett

isn’t long before one of them

————_—_—_—_—_
graphic courtesy of
CyberTribe

picks the part out of the box. An
identified video card, port controller and floppy drive later, the

box is empty.
“This is something I’ve been
thinking about doing for a num-

CyberTrite
meetings are

= ber of years,” Clary said.
The Arcata-based CyberTr-

held every other = ibe’s members have been learning
Thursday at}

= about the world of business, com-

6 p.m. at the

puters and networks since May.

JavaGaragein.
Sunny Brae.

‘Though there are adults like
Clary, who founded the group,

CyberTribelga
worldaccessible
computer
metwOrK
designed, built
andrunby

they are strictly helpers.
9 Cyber Tribe is for people 12 to19
_- Years old.
“] realized that there was very
little out there in the world of networked computers for youth,” he
aid. “So CyberTribe is for them.”
Clary and Cathy Heaslip,
= owner of Tiffany’s Garden for

teenagers. = Children which helps sponsor

“There is nothing about computers and
networking that someone 12 years old
can't understand.”

P.M. Clary
founder of CyberTribe

CyberTribe programs, met at an Arcata Community Forum.
“I went to the forum,” said Heaslip. “He told me
that he had this idea for kids to build their own web
server and run their own computer service.”
“There is nothing about computers and networking that someone 12 years old can’t understand,”
said Clary. “But there aren’t too many places for kids
to learn about this before college, and even then

people seem to learn it after they graduate.”
The CyberTribe will build its own network server

from parts bought with money granted by the San
Francisco-based §.H. Cowell Foundation.
“Tiffany’s Garden is a sponsor of the project,”
Heaslip said. “And the foundation gave us $17,000
for the project.”
See Cyber Tribe, page 16
4

34

}
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Tree-sitter takes a stand for community
Nathan

Madsen

with the trees

feels a connection

story and photos by Chris Anderson
han Madsen has called atten
tion to the harvest practices of Pa-

cific | umber by stationing himself,
like many others activists, high up
in a redwood tree marked for harVEST.

“I feel like I need to do something about what they are doing to
this forest.” Madsen said. He 1s
shown sitting in his tree in the picture on the right.
Since he moved to the area in
1991, he said he noticed

the in-

creased rate in which trees on PL
land have been com:ng down.
While this upset him, he wasn’
moved

to

eC

action

until

‘sac
driving
was arriving
n
}

saw

~O

large
1

Lis

T

a

tra

trees

are

)

persuac

1 he

he

; way
home
nact Pl ri ini
past
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group
dle

i

start
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>

ed

chose

>

nim
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y TARNGDEPOSTS FOR SPRING 6
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eee

LET US WELCOME YOU HOME TO
HUMBOLDT GREEN LTD.
1&2 BDRM APTS.
SHARE UNITS

SSN

CLEAN & QUIET REC. ROOM & COMPUTER LAB -

& TOWNHOUSES

“4 FUN PLACE TO LIVE”

3 BLOCKS TO HSU
SMALL PETS W/PET DEPOSIT ON SITE:
MANAGEMENT & MAINTENANCE

1435 H STREET ARCATA. CA 45521
PHONE: (707) $22-468¢
FAX: (707) 822-3475

read
UMM
OFFICE OPEN

MONDAY - FRIDAY 8:00 A.M. - 5:00 BM.
SATURDAY 4:00 A.M. - 1:00 PM.
CHILDREN & SECTION S WELCOME

bee
erg c(t.

online

Minette €
humboldt.
Yel
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Race Forum: promoting racial acceptance
© Continued from page 11

‘cE

“Why not here?” Freedman

“OUP

Most people said talking about

main intention is to

the fection and aducatng oth-

asked. “Humboldt County
create a sense of brothneeds to do something like this,

as much as anywhere else.”
To organize this event, along

—«"s 2bout racism was the best
way to prevent the problem from

erhood, and to create a
healthier environment for

with the preceding two forums,
- the NAACP sought out cospon-

d
spreading.

© The second forum served ad-

ans
aii
ete:
our children ... create

sors.

ate a sense of brotherhood, and

oy

Environment and Bahai’s of Fureka volunteered.
Two adoption

Terri

to crea ate
healthier environment

Fr eedman
forum coordinator

agencies, the Humboldt County
Council on Adoptable Children

ample,” Freedman said.
The Eureka chapter of the

NAACP

has been operating

rent race issues, including small _ since the 1950s. For more inforgroup work and discussion.
mation about this group, call
— During this forum, audience
441-9969 or attend one of their

speakers and structured events,

Ee

for our children ... create community and ‘we create an ex-

and Adoption Horizons, also _ served as an introduction to cur-

decided to help sponsor the
event.
Tomorrow night’sassembly of

the lines)

“Our main intention is to cre-

an example "

Organized for People and the

between

dressed racial issues affecting
Humboldt County specifically.

‘community and we create

Members from the Humboldt

( read

members were divided into groups

meetings.

is preceded by two similar fo- to discuss questions such as what
rums which occurred earlier this _ types of discrimination they had
year.
experienced and how they thought
The first was on Feb. 12, and __ this problem could be solved.

‘The next meeting will be Nov.
15 at 3:30 p.m. at the Cooper
Gulch Center on Myrtle and 8th
streets in Eureka.

eee

Advantage Card | FONCARD | Advantage Card
ost per minute

20¢

ae

4

20¢

Total
8 minute call J MAN)

$1.60

Sprint Sense College Plan Stand Alone FONCARD

Option A. Rates as of 7/1/98

Use your AT&T Student Advantage Card
SO you won't get blindsided with hidden service charges—
on every calling card call— before you've even said hello.

HealthSPORT celebrates Corporate Wellness Month
HealthSPORT is sponsoring a special event tomorrow in honor of Corporate Wellness Month.
The event will start at 5 p.m. with a “Happy 1/2 Hour.” At 5:30, the “Hands-on Entertainment”
will begin.

During this time, massages, free neck rubs and a Tai Che Demonstration will take place.
Also offered is

1234567890 + PIN

“Storytime,” where a story explaining who Guy Fawkes is and why he is cremated every Nov.
5 will be read.
To conclude the event, “Happy 3/4 Hour” starts at 6:15. Wine, cheese and smoothies will
be available. In
addition to the many activities, prizes will be raffled at the event.

ATAY

Caltng Card Meonber

M. Moran

For more information, call Arcata’s HealthSPORT at 822-3488.

$3426743AS
SSA Membership Meember

8/31/99
Valid Thrw

20¢ a minute. 24 hours a day.
And no per call service charge.
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Phone: 826-5848
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Arcata Chamber of Commerce,
1062 G St., Arcata, CA, 95521.
For more information, call 822-

Chapter of the SAF.
Anyone wishing to attend should
meet in the staff parking lot near
the Applied Technology Building.
There will be signs to follow in the
southern part of the parking lot

3619.

entrance,

College of the Redwoods

Refreshments will be available.
For more information or to reserve

Arcata’s Chamber of Commerce

sponsors public nature walk

a place on the walk, call Paul

is looking for a “stunning image”

The College of the Redwoods is
;
;

DeMark,at the CR public information line, 476-4358.

‘Community
Chamber seeking photo
for Arcata map cover

of Arcata to use as the cover for its

latest map guide.
Photographers, whether amateur
or professional, are invited to submit their transparencies
tomorrow’s deadline.

before

- The chamber asks for entries to
be submitted with a self-ad-

dressed, stamped envelope to:

holding a public nature walk on
Saturday, from 11 a.m. until 1 p.m.
This free walk is sponsored by
the student chapters of the Soci-

Carpools

avaiable to Caktand
f
for public hearings

ety of American Foresters at HSU
There

and CR, and by the Jedediah

be

an

‘a

i 8

RNA

pe

CST# 20071 18-10

$2,735 PER PERSON Dat. Occp.

CALL For DETAILS
2019 CENTRAL AVE.

* MCKINLEYVILLE

839-4381

3

Sjaak’s
ae

the

Gazebo,

Old

Town

Bayshore Mall
CA

SA

BR

‘Qy

95501

PO Box 6562,.Eureka, CA 95502
707944520326 800086995606 Fax 707¢44582368

Odds cr Ends
* tole painted furniture
° 10% off fishing gear

Make

on the corner of Spear
826-7288

4.0)

2nd & F Streets 425 Snug Alley
Eureka,

& Alliance, Arcata

&

Fine chocolates made fresh
On

’

Launpry

Just Wash & Go...
- We Do The Rest!

Day

FUN!
~

Affordable & Friendly

\c

Dry & Fold Service

Califernia Laundremat
]

Oka

one

at 468-1660.

There will also be another hearing Tuesday in Eureka.

public hearings on PALCO’s

14 Days ¢ JUNE 23-JuLy 7, 1999

we,

call the North Coast Environmental center at 822-6918, The Trees
Foundation at 923-4377 or the
Mendocino Environmental Center

during the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

ANE

Join Our Hosts
BiLL AND EvE MurISON
On A VERY PERSONALIZED
TOUR OF SCOTLAND
JUNE 1999

Tons of furniture

people wanting to attend this hearing.
To request a ride or to offer one,

A rally is scheduled for Tuesday

eg

*aveL sen

Galorettt

together to help give rides to

Se

BQires QiVlee

Fn

Several organization are coming

organized

FAI

a

.

on PALCO’s Sustained Yield and
Habitat Conversation Plan.

Tuesday rally in Eureka
will protest PALCO’s HCP

PAI.

B

will

carpool tomorrow to take people
to Oakland for the public hearing

420 California Ave. (at L.K. Wood Blvd.)
Just 3 Blocks North of HSU!

Mon-Fri: 7am-10pm
Sat/Sun: 8am-10pm

free health fair on Saturday. The

fair will be at Pierson Park/Azalea
Hall at 1620

Pickett Road

in

McKinleyville from 8 a.m. until 2

p.m.

Blood analysis will be offered at

the fair and flu shots will be given
from 9 a.m. until noon. Other tests

available are body fat, blood sugar
and blood pressure.

Also offered are children’s activities and demonstrations.

AAUW to hold weekend
meet
and Harve
in
st g
Bazaar
The

American

Association of

University Women will be holding

its monthly meeting on Saturday
at the Bayside Grange at 2297
Jacoby Creek Road at 9:30 a.m.

This meeting will be highlighting Humboldt County entrepre-

Habitation Conversation Plan.
The rally will be held at the Redwood
Acres
Fairground,

neurs who have turned their passions into full-time careers.

Franceschi Hall, 3750 Harris St.
in Eureka.

Kennedy, a weaver and fiber art
artist, ‘Tom Pagano, of Tomaso’s

The hearing will be open to pub-

Specialty Foods, and Carol Davis

Speakers

include

Nancy

lic comment from 9 a.m. until 11

from

a.m., noon until 4 p.m., and 5 p.m.

House.

until 9 that night.
Written comments

AAUW will also be holding a
Harvest Bazaar during the meet-

can also be

the Pacific Rim

Noodle

submitted to the Fish and Wildlife

ing.

Services.
Send letters

items will be sold. Anyone wishing to rent a table to sell crafts can

to:

Mr.

Bruce

Halstead, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, 1125 16th St., Room 209,
Arcata, CA, 95521.

Health Fair on Saturday
offers multitude of testing
The Mad River Community
Hospital is inviting the public to a

Food, art and various gift

call Joann Thomas at 442-5962.

KHUM programs will help
As part of the “Stop the Violence-Start the Healing” campaign,
See Clips on next page
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Soma

Clips

¢ Continued from page 11

“If you aren’t tied in toa safety
harness, they can’t take you down,’

Soma said.
The sheriff offered Soma and
Eve the ultimatum that ifthey came
out of the trees they wouldn’t be

arrested, and the trespassing war-

rant would be cleared.
Soma and Eve left the trees before they were logged. “We wanted
to leave before they were cut
down,” Soma said, “ ‘but we heard
noises and the sawing sound of the
fallers.”
Soma was back in Arcata by

to protect the redwoods.”
There have been rumors that

tree-sitters are paid for their time.
Eve recounted that one PL guard
yelled out, “Why don’t you call
your leader and ask if you can

Johnson, the domestic violence

come down?”
“Leader, what leader? We’re
unteers,” she said. She said
sitters who work in efforts to
tect redwoods are volunteers

awareness about violence in our
society.

Benefit

Sol

Concert

‘The

Burn

Sky

*Phat

Daddy

At the Van Duzer Theater
Sunday, November 8; 1998
l AE
sak 00 P.M.
eee

Now On Sale At;

University Ticket ore
The Works-Eureka and Arcata
The Centér-Eureka
Cee

era

;

:
rere

Students $5.00

Seay

Non-Students 7.00

*
at

enero

ier

tts (Rech)

day and Thursday at 8 a.m. There
day. For more

information, call

| REDWOOD
ANIMAL:
HOSPITAL

cause people can really see the

gemi

dedication that these kids have for
nature, and what they are willing

to go through to keep these trees

Neal R. Winnacott, D.V.M.
& Full Service Animal Hospital
¢
*
¢
¢

from being cut down,” Soma said.

Eve, who was with Gowia for the

last few days of his sitting, said, “I
wish we didn’t have to climb the

trees in the first place. If we didn’t
trees,

take place every Tuesday, Wednes-

Sheri Johnson at 268-2149.

“Tree-sitting is important be-

the

The interviews on the radio will

be.

something.

in

°Slow

for

will also be discussions every Fri-

learned a lot from the experience,
about himself and about what it
means to dedicate yourself to

be

voltreeprowho

coordinator

Humboldt County’s Department
of Health. Th campaign is for

are not officially affiliated with activist groups, unless they claim to

noon on Friday. He said he had

to

KHUM will have live interviews
three times a week with Sheri
prevention

Mind

‘Blue

¢ Continued from page 14

safety issue that a struggle would
cause at that height.

have

Open

)

we

wouldn’t. I would like to use legal
means rather than risk our safety

Medicine
Surgery
Dentistry
Baths/Dips

839-9414

*
¢
*
°

Vaccinations
Spay/Neuter
Supplies
soot

§

1781 Central Ave. ° McKinleyviville

®PRESENTS®
1998

Fall Concert

Nov. 13

Opera Scenes

Nov 4.

Opera Scenes

Nov. 15

Bring this ad in for 50% off your first visit!

Schedule

= University Singers & Humboldt Chorale
Van Duzer Theatre

(For HSU students, faculty and alumni)

Nov. 19

Symphonic Band & Honor Band

Nov. 21

Faculty Artist Series:

Mayron Tsong, piano

Dec.4

BAR HOURS

Van Duzer Theatre

Dec.5

7 am-2 am

Dec.6

our 88 10 PM

ON THE PLAZA

SUN e+ Domestic phere 542

RESTAURANT
Vaca i
SAT/SUN 8 am-10 pm.

Cius!

Buy 10,

Dec.6

Madrigal Singers

Dec.ii

Vocal Jazz & Mad River Transit Singers
Van Duzer Theatre

Dec.12

A.M. & P.M. Jazz Big Bands
Van Duzer Theatre

Dec. 5

Community Christmas Concert
Van Duzer Theatre; donation; 7:30 pm

All concerts begin at 4 p.m. in Pulkerson Recital Hall

Ger tHE Next OnE

Check Out Our
New, Expanded Menu!

C | Breakfas opera M-F $2°

MASTERCARD

Humboldt Symphony
Van Duzer Theatre, 3 pm

744 9TH STREET

1

Humboldt Symphony
Van Duzer Theatre, 8 pm

7 Days a Week

“bey

Percussion Ensemble & Calypso Band

&

Wai

“ACCEPTED

unless othermise noted
TICKETS: $6 General, $2 no0-HSl students/ senior;

Pree to HSU Students (except 11/21)
Music Dept. Coacert Line 826-5436
University Ticket Office 826-3928
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members learn new skills

CyberTribe:

a.

e Continued from page 11
* Unique Foods
* Sushi Suan es” Candies
* Batiks - Clothing & Fabric
* Incense * Tapestries * Jewelry

been received from‘Arcata vendors
t
en and CPC com]
Evergre

joe Try

this (CyberTribe). It
benefits young adults and
gives us responsibility
and respect.”
Alyssa Hanwright

outers,

but no decisions have been made

* Statues

* Teas

* Chinese Caligraphy

Bids to supply the parts have

“| always wanted to be
part of something like

* Gifts & Much More

yet.
i

“e

alle, ee

815 ] St. Behind the Co-op, Arcata

itis up to

826-2751

.

}

i ee

the members,

said

=

b

a

Clary.

“They may decide to go elsewhere
or accept one of the bids, but it’s

their call.”
Business experience and organization is part of the CyberTrbe’s
goal — to ready members for a
wired world.
“They learn to have business

Free, Confidential Family Planning Sonica
To Qualified Women and Men

Call Six Rivers Planned Parenthood
for infdfmation about how you may be eligible
for the new PACT Program 442-5709
Drop-in Hours and Appointment

meetings and work in teams,” said

2316 Harrison Ave., Eureka
442-5709

Heaslip. “They have an executive
committe and a public relations
committee, and two posses’ for the
server and the website.”
“Instead of going to college and
getting a low-paying job washing
dishes, CyberTribe members can
go to work with skills,” said Clary.
“They can graduate with a full resume, instead of struggle through
and leave with aii empty one.”
The CyberTnbe isn’t mere job

www.humboldt!.com/~ppeureka/index.htm

training. Members

Pregnancy Testing and Counseling, Birth Control

Clinics, HIV Testing, Vasectomy and Abortion Services
Drop-in Clinic and Appointments

(J Six Rivers
Planned Parenthood

organize their

17-year-old CyberTribe member

own

internet service and

create a

web board for youth from around
the world to share views and
knowledge.

“T always wanted to be part of
something like this,” said 17-yearold founding member Alyssa
Hanwright. “It benefits young

adults and gives us responsibility
and respect.”
Some of the members are less

interested in the meetings than
they are in the goal.

“T really want to get started with
the work on the server and the
website,” said member Miles

Burke, a 15-year-old Arcata High
School sophomore.
The internet service and web site

It's 10 o'clock and the Library Closes
“Where Ya Gonna Go!”

are both to serve youth and teach

“Diverse views are good,” said

Heaslip. “But the board will be
monitored for false or misleading
information, since that would de-

feat the purpose of it.”
Heaslip’s previous efforts include opening the Arcata skate
park and Tiffany’s Garden for
Children. Tiffany’s executive
board directly oversees the
CyberTribe.
“The tribe will be ongoing,” said

Heaslip. “The longer-term members will share the skills they have
with

the

newer

ones,

and

Even without the equipment,

group

that quoted

him

said,

duce it themselves.”

Heaslip hopes the web board
will draw other views from around
the world.
“I think that kids in the U.S.

could really benefit from hearing

& Dessert Shoppes

monitored to a degree.

they are getting it, they can pro-

mind. An early pamphlet on the

Family Restaurants

Be that as it may, the site will be

“When kids want info, Nike and
Monsanto shouldn’t be where

they can be the producer, not just
the consumer,” said Hanwright.
It’s a goal Clary always had in

24 Hours a day e 7 days a week
Guintoli Lane across from the North Coast Inn
Hot Food Just Waiting for You
Eat, Visit, Study

mon,” she said. “Different views

are healthy for kids.”

CyberTribe members will use their
skills to acquire and create jobs.”
Elements of mentoring already
exist among the members.
“T have a lot of experience with
computers,” said Burke. “I’m passing that along to others, and the
tribe is giving me experience with
higher-end equipment.”

the members a larger lesson.
“It’s good to show youth that

The Pantry Restaurant

about issues that they have in com-

teens from other countries talk

Burke said he had benefitted from
his participation.

“The best thing has been the
business and tech experience I’m
getting,” he said. “Without
CyberTribe, I wouldn’t be able to
get that.”
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Flere comes

winter

Watch out! Depression may come along with it
By
Amy Baughclue is the one to be most aware of,

Meyer

she said.

“If every fall for the past three

Graphics by
Jon Mooney

leeping excessively, overeating carbohydrates and feeling depressed when the days start
to grow shorter are the most common symptoms of Seasonal Affective Disorder, according to Pamela
Kostos, an intern at Counseling
and Psychological Services.
“Depression is a huge area, but
S.A.D. (differs) by a few things,”
Kostos said. “Mainly, S.A.D. happens seasonally. The onset (of
S.A.D. symptoms) is early to mid
fall and remission is mid spring.”
Kostos began researching S.A.D.

as an undergraduate at the University of Wisconsin at Madison. She
received her master’s degree in
psychology from HSU.
According to Kostos, depression
is more mood-related than S.A.D.
As aresult of the seasonal decrease
in sunlight, $.A.D. can actually
have physiological symptoms such
as headaches and aches and pains.
Kostos said the onset and severity of the symptoms are different
for each sufferer of S.A.D. Since it
can be extremely difficult to
distinguish
§.A.D.
from regular de-

years (symptoms have appeared)
and every spring they’re gone,
that’s the starting point,” Kostos
said.
Another contributing factor
is the fact that
“The onset
the winter holidays can be a
symptoms)
cause of stress
mid fall and
and depression
.
dei

themselves, she
said. That fac-

tor needs tobe

mid spring.
Pamela

Kostos _

Counseling and Psychological

ruled out when
one is trying to
determine
if
they
have
S.A.D.
“Someone needs to have their
life affected by it to the point where
they’re having problems with daily
task completion,” Kostos said.
Krista Kuncir, a former HSU student, said she feels certain she suf-

fers from $.A.D., although she has
never had it diagnosed.
“The first year and a half I was
going to school at HSU, I didn’t

a

understand why I was so depressed,” Kuncir said in a phone
interview from San Diego. “The
fact that my mood could be related
to the gray and the rain didn’t even
occur to me.”
Kuncir said
she began to
understand
how much the
(of SAD
weather affects
is early to
her when her
remission ig _- parents moved
ie
to Florida a

Services

couple of years
ago.

«| When

Went to visit my
parents, I began to realize
the impact the
sun has on my life,” she said. “I just
think I have to live somewhere
where it’s sunny.”
Besides life’s normal ups and
downs, Kuncir said she basically
suffers from no depression if she
lives in a sunny environment.
“I’m going to live with my parents in Florida now,” she said. “I

guess I'll have to deal with hurricanes and tropical storms in-

the corn fe) ue

_

I

stead of Humboldt fog and rain.”
The treatment of S.A.D. involves
intensive light therapy. Light
therapy options vary, but according to the National Mental Health
Association, the therapy process is
as follows.
Patients sit three feet away from
a full-spectrum fluorescent light,
which is about 12 times brighter
than ordinary room light, and are

asked to glance at it about once a
minute for an hour. This therapy
is generally done each morning
and evening with supervision.
Antidepressant drugs are often
prescribed for those not responding to light therapy. Studies are still
being done, but Internet Mental
Health’s website says certain medications have been effective, in com-

bination with light therapy or
alone.
Light therapy devices are available over the Internet, but it is im-

portant not to use them without supervision. Side effects such as
headache, eyestrain and “feeling
wired” have been reported.
For mild S.A.D. symptoms, simpler measures may be taken.
Internet Mental Health recommends keeping drapes and blinds
open, sitting near windows and
looking outside fre-

pression, the

See $.A.0., page 20

seasonal

Melinda Myers-Johnson, MA
: I was considering using
Depo-Provera shots for
birth control, but a friend of mine

told me that women who use
them have a really hard time getting pregnant when they want to.
Is this true?
: Depo-Provera has been in
use in the United States
since 1992. It has been used in

other parts of the world for far
longer than that. It works by making the uterus less friendly to a fertilized egg. While some women experience side effects that are mildly
to moderately unpleasant, overall,

Depo

shots

are an excellent

method of birth control.

The side effects of Depo seem to
far

less

troublesome

Norplant, and it’s much

than
less ex-

pensive. For young women, who
tend to be less than perfect when
it comes to remembering a daily
pill, Depo is a great choice. The
shots last three months, and can
be free to income-eligible adult
women and teens.
The other thing about Depo,

which can be a bane or a blessing
depending on your own personal
philosophy, is that most women
who use the shots stop menstruat-

ing within the first year of use.

The reasons behind

the SADness

Uae

Cer) aang

Some

spotting is common

during

the first three months, but then, for
many women, periods just stop.
So, if you have problems with PMS
ihat you’re tired of coping with, or

if you have painful, heavy periods,
Depo may be just the ticket.
The nerve centers that are in control of our daily
of light entering our eyes.

Recently, good evidence points to the link
between exposure to bright light and
increased production of serotonin.

During the night, the pineal gland (one of the body's
clocks) produces a hormone called melatonin which
makes us drowsy.

Serotonin is a neurotransmitter, carrying
signals from the output of one nerve to the
input of another.

In the morning, the bright light causes the gland to
stop producing melatonin.

Lack of serotonin is a cause of depression.

rhythms and moods are stimulated by the amount

But during the dark winter days, especially indoors,
not enough light is received to trigger the

waking-up process..

Light treatment used with those with SAD
increases production of serotonin.

As for Depo affecting later fertility, there’s no evidence at all of that

happening. There have been some
reports of depression, but no clini-

cal difference was reported in a
controlled trial between those that
use Depo and those that don’t. No
method of birth control is perfect,
and how it’s used can make all the

difference. The best way to choose
a method is to consult with a care
provider who knows your history
and to be realistic about your own
personal health habits. And remember, Depo shots won’t protect

See Burning, page 20
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Eel River flooding
iy

Eureka

relents iron a] River flood.

Bear STRATAFORM project studies where the flood -eenie settle on the Counc) Sale Results from the project can help
illustrate the impact of logging, land clearing and mining on the coastal environment. W hen the Eel River floods — usually every
other year — it is the primary source of sediments on the North Coast.
SOLACE Doug Ger
NCTURE COURTE

Y OF

Jett Boras

Margin madness, right in our backyard
Project helps explain human impact on coast
D

uring the past five years, the region off the North Coast
has been the focus of an intensive scientific study which has brought in scienBy
tists from across the United States and
Doug George
Canada. This study is known as
STRATAFORM.
Graphic by
STRATAFORM stands for Strata ForJon Mooney
mation on Margins, said HSU oceanography professor Jeffry Borgeld who is one
Photos
of 35 principal investigators of the
courtesy of
project.
Jeff Borgeld
“Strata are the layers of sediment we
find on the sea floor,” said Borgeld in a
phone interview. “Margins (regions of the
ocean) are from the shoreline to about
1000 meter depth (of water).”
The main objectives of the project are
to examine the sequence of sedimentation and how that changes over time, said
Borgeld. Sedimentation is the settling of
sand and mud particles on the ocean
floor.
Ultimately, this will help scientists better understand how processes affect
coastal margins and coastlines, including

human activity such as logging, land
clearing and mining.
|
The North Coast was selected because
of its large amount of tectonic plate activity (what generates land movement)
and seasonal input from rivers such as the
Eel River and the Mad River. A similar
study is in progress off the coast of New
Jersey, said Borgeld.

“The New Jersey coastline is at the same latitude but is
the opposite of ours,” he said. “There is not much tectonism
and less river input. It’s a mature margin.”
Mature margins are regions of land that are no longer experiencing tectonic activity. Immature margins, such as the
North Coast, are still changing from tectonic activity. Earthquakes and volcanoes are common on immature margins.
The project is funded by the Office of Naval Research
and involves several other universities. The HSU Foundation receives HSU’s portion of the money. Borgeld said that
the money is used for equipment, the use of HSU vessels
and payroll for student employees.
“I have had 30 to 35 undergraduate students and three
graduate students work under this project,” Borgeld said.

“The students work as lab technicians, collecting samples

and analyzing samples.”
According to Borgeld, the project is broken into three sections - continental shelf, continental slope and sequence
stratigraphy.
Continental shelves are the gently sloping regions extending out from the shore. Continental slopes are steep transition regions between the shelves and the open ocean floor.
Sequence stratigraphy is the order of sediment layers.
The different universities and institutions do research in
one of these areas. The HSU group is studying the continental shelf section.
Danny O’Shea is one graduate student who is working
on the project. Q’Shea, an environmental systems graduate

student, has been a research assistant since May 1997,

“It’s been a great opportunity to do geological oceanog-

raphy research,” O’Shea said. “It’s enabled me to learn how

research is done and has exposed me to equipment and the
*

See Strata, next page

Researchers deploying a Vibra-core. The Vibra-core lands on
the ocean floor and vibrates, driving the core into the sediments.

When the corer Is brought to the surface, the sediments are
analysis.
lab ed
forar
prep

——
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Despite setbacks, project plugs along
STRATAFORM

offers majors hands-on oceanography expenience
MT

plied in. the field,” said White. “At
other schools, you'd have to go to
graduate school before you get
that opportunity. HSU is unique in
offering this opportunity for under-

Photo courtesy of
Amit

graduate marine research.”
‘eo

a cold gray Saturday morn-.
ing, while most of the campus

population is just getting to bed, a
group of students and professors are
busily preparing for a day out to sea.
The'research ship steams up and out
of Humboldt Bay. The STRATAFORM
project continues.

The STRATAFORM

project, which

The HSU adminstration has
been supportive and active in
keeping this opportunity available.
When the previous HSU ship, the
Research Vessel Pacific Hunter,

was no longer suitable for oceanic
eoictotIgo ae Aloe -tom ene gers)d ame (ari
students would suffer.
“There was.an uneasy period » +
when it looked like the opportunity

stands for Strata- Formation on Margins, has involved many HSU stu- : Was going to be lost,” said White.
“It's-encouraging to see the school
dents. Phil White, an. oceanography
-administration getting: behind the
senior, was one of those students.
“| worked on the project for the first. new vessel (the Research Vessel
Coral Sea) and allowing it to do
- two years (it was at HSU),” White:said.
White said. .that-he operated deck: contract work.”

Oceanography junior. Ree
Carnocki is currently employed by
stood watch at the helm.
:
the project. She has worked on the
“It really is an exciting-thing to have
something like this at a state univer-- project since May 1998 and has
sity,” he said. “Some graduating stu- ‘been.on week-long Ocean cruises.
“It gave mea chance to meet
dents have gone to work and gradumachinery, sampling equipment and

Oceanography juinor Heather Carnocki and Chris Sommerfield from Woods Hole Oceaographic
Institute in Massachusets. They are preparing a core sample for lab analysis.

ate school as a result of meeting research assistants on the project.”
Jeffry Borgeld, the principal investigator of the HSU group, agrees.
“| Know of at least three cases where
students have (continued in the field
of) oceanography by meeting people
on the cruises,” Borgeld said. “It gives
the students direct involvement with
leaders in the field of oceanography.”
Besides the interaction of students
and scientists, White said that the
project has helped him in his understanding of his studies.
“| saw how things | was learning in
the (oceanography) program are ap-

with

researchers

while

ae

on the

cruises and talk about oceanogire 1 0) AV AMSL Ao MEST= Leb
Carnocki said her duties have
included lab analysis, ocean
cruises and data entry.
“| have learned many lab techniques that | will use throughout
my career in oceanography,” she
said. “This project has opened new
doors for me.”
|
Both White and Carnocki agree
that the project has helped them
in their eduaction.
“This has just been a fantastic
opportunity,” said White.

Strata: Science students s tudy super sea sediments, sample sea floor
¢ Continued from previous page

top names in oceanography.”
According to O’Shea, the research is conducted with a wide variety of instruments,
including box cores, piston cores and Vibracores. These core samplers can remove a
section of the sea floor for the researchers to
examine.
“We look at the layers of sediment and how
marine organisms that live in (the mud) disturb the layers,” he said. .. They disturb it
by burrowing and eating.”

Borgeld added that new technologies are

also bein used for the project.
“We use side-scanning ‘sonar and Chirp
sonar to make a picture similar to an aerial
photograph of the sea floor,” he said.
Sonar uses echosounding to make the picture. Sound is sent down to the bottom of
the ocean and the echo returns with a picture.

“It’s similar to the way we use light on
land,” said Borgeld. “We can measure the
water depth and the size of an object.”
Borgeld also said that a series of sea floor
bottom-mounted instruments is used to

earthquake,” said Borgeld.
So far, the researchers have been able to

see three flood events - January 1995, March
1995, and January 1997.
From those floods, they documented the

sequence

measure
waves, currents, sediment concentrations

and

water clarity.
Video
and
still photography are used
to observe sea

floor changes
from

storms

and floods.
“Maybe by
chance, we’ll
get to see an

“The waves were in excess of 30 feet,

“This impacts the marine organisms from fish down to crabs. The
changes we see now will help us
see what we can expect in the
future.”

Jeff Borgeld
Oceanography professor

of

events that laid
the sediments
down and how
that affected or-

ganisms.
“We got to see
how the material
was redistributed,”
said

Borgeld.
They

also

were able to see
large
wave
events in December 1995.

9

Borgeld said. “But they were still not as important as the flood events.”
The recent El] Nifio-Southern Oscillation
event offered the researchers a unique opportunity. Borgeld said the data is still being processed and O’Shea is excited about
the possible results.
“There was definitely a positive effect on
our research because we had high continuous flow but not really floods,” O’Shea said.
“There were also large wave events which
affected coastal erosion.”
Eventually, the public will benefit from this
study in a number of ways. Better understanding of coastal erosion will help in handling human activities.
“This impacts the marine organisms from

fish down to crabs,” Borgeld said. “The

changes we see now will help us see what
we can expect in the future.”
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Burning: Myers helps Depo dilemma, body image insecurities

§.A.D.——

e Continued from page 17

¢ Continued from page 17
quently and turning on bright
lights on cloudy days. The site
also says it’s important for
people not to isolate themselves
and to exercise outdoors if possible.
Kostos said it is very important to see a doctor or psychiatrist if one thinks they have
S.A.D. She said Counseling
and Psychological Services can
help in ruling out regular depression, and they may be able
to refer people to other places
for help, but they cannot prescribe drugs or light therapy.
Kostos recommended two
books by Rosenthal, a lead
S.A.D.

you from STD’s, so if you’re not

with a partner that you know is
safe, you need to use condoms!

: My girlfriend is always
saying really bad things
about her body. She looks in the
mirror and practically throws
things at her reflection. I think
she is so beautiful, but it’s getting
to be a real drag to hear her bash
herself all of the time. What’s
with women and this fat thing,
anyway? Is there anyway I can
get her to stop?
: Understanding that I
could teach an entire

researcher, to learn

course on this subject and not re-

more. She said both “Winter

and useful for the general

ally finish it, I’ll attempt to provide
some assistance. There are a
couple of things (at least) going on

reader.

here.

Blues” and “Seasonal Affective

Disorder” are straightforward

script about how fat we are at a very
early age. Many of the conversations women have with each other
revolve around this topic as well.
Sometimes women talk to men
about feelings of being fat as an at-

Maybe writing it in a card would
have more impact, but be sure
whatever you say, that you let her
know that this is a conversation
you are no longer willing to have.

tempt at intimacy. Yes, I know, it’s

really warped, but it happens. You
could tell her that you don’t want
to have that conversation anymore.
Try saying something like, “Look

babe, I think you’re amazingly
beautiful,” or, “it hurts my feelings
to hear you say such awful things
about yourself, and I don’t want to
participate anymore.”
Then, it’s up to you to stop. If
she does it again, walk away. Don’t
storm off, and don’t curl up your
face in some crazy way, just walk
away. It takes two people to talk,
and if you remove yourself, she
can’t continue. You have probably
learned that your reassurance
doesn’t change the conversation. If
you continue to engage with her by
telling her she’s not fat, as you already know, she’ll just say she is.
I really think that the only way
as a society we can stop this nonsense is to stop repeating the lines.

Do you have a burning question?
Write goodrel8@humboldt1 .com.
Next week: Find out they whys behind
pain during sex. And to all you
orgasam-less
women out there: there

is hope.
Mindi Myers-Johnson teaches Human
Sexuality and is the owner of Good
Relations Lover's Boutiques in Arcata
on the plaza and in Old Town, Eureka.

She can be heard on radio's version
of “Burning Questions” (“Good Relations”) on Wednesdays at 7 p.m. on
KHSU.

Views expressed in this column are
hers, and don’t nessecarlly reflect
the views of The Lumberjack
or Its
advertisers.

' THE ONE

free & confidentia]

a Crisis Pregnancy Center
OF THE NORTH COAST
607

ate conversation is, and the desire

ber that as women, we learn this

pregnancy testing

all services

First of all, there’s the discrepancy between what the media portrays as the ideal female body and
the average female body. The average supermodel is 5 feet10
inches and weighs less than 120
pounds. The average American
woman is 5 feet 4 inches and
weighs 150 pounds.
Women are indoctrinated into
the “hate my body” club at a very
young age because they are exposed to constant reminders of
how they compare to this imaginary ideal. Men, on the other hand
compare much more similarly to
their ideal media image. Why
women would adopt such an unrealistic image for themselves while
men do not is another question altogether. Add to this the scripts
women learn about what approprifor validation from outside themselves, and you begin to see where
this stuff comes from.
As somebody who loves a
woman, there are a couple of things
you can do to remove this topic
from your conversations. Remem-

Think You Might
Be Pregnant?
FREE

|
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Punky funk mixed with a bit of hip-hop at KBR
Chico’s Bumpin’ Uglies visit Arcata to play KRFH benefit concert
Claypool from Primus. That’s really impres-

he Bumpin’ Uglies, a Primus-style
funk band that is being

sive because it’s difficult to match that kind
of talent.”
So, with two thirds of the band listing

hailed as the “best thing
to come out of Chico
since Sierra Nevada Pale
Ale,” will be slicing off
liberal portions of lyri-

Primus as major contributors to their style,
it’s kind of hard to avoid the inevitable com-

by

cally witty, stand up bass-

parisons to the Pork Soda distributors.
“We have been compared to Primus since

Evan Hatfield

lined groove in the Kate
Buchanan Room on Fri-

day one,” said Bumpin’ Uglies manager
Ryan Goldstein in an e-mail interview. “I

photo
courtesy of

the Bumpin’

é

suppose it doesn’t help that we play “Those
Damn Blue Collared Tweekers’ (a Primus

day, Nov. 6.
Sponsored by and benefiting
student-run
KRFH 610 AM, Radio
Free Humboldt, the concert will begin at 9 p.m.

cover). If we are going to be compared to
another band, though, we’re glad it’s Primus.

Even though we do bring in other styles into
the music, (Primus) is the common influence
we all share- I think that we’re always compared to them because there is no real category for either of us.”
However, one possible category could be
under a “witty (if not slightly off-colored)
lyrics” heading. Partly for the sake of taste,
and partly for the fact that a certain writer’s
mother may stumble upon this article while
parusing his clip book over Thanksgiving
break, the lyrics to “Cuzin’ Luvin’ Lesbian”
of said wit.
will not be printed as proof

with a special appearance
by local funk-rockers
Brothers Murdock.
A full three members

strong, the Bumpin’
Uglies have been setting
a festive and chaotically
smooth tone for Chico

bar- and party- goers
since their formation in

January. Armed only with
the drum

“The

The show
starts at 9
p.m. and
opens with
the Brothers
Murdock.
The Bumpin’
Ugiles will
play at 10

p.m.

Tickets
are $4
tor HSU
students with

ID and $5
general.

Bumpin’ Uglies claim a musical scope that
is suitable for most musical tastes.
“Our music ranges from heavy to up-beat,

Freight Train”

Krogle, the guitar of
James “Dolemite” Dolan,
and the song-alternating electric and stand-up

sometimes

bass’ of Jeremy “Da Bacon” Fritchy, the BU’s
flaunt a sound self-described as “bumpin’

psycho funk smoothed
out by a heavy hip-hop
beat.”

This unique description of the BU’s sound is

more easily understood
when a look is given to

The Bumpin’ Uglies, a Chico-hased psycho-funk hip-hop hand, will play Friday for a KRFH beneftt
concert at the Kate Buchanan Room.

the variety of music that

has influenced them.

“The Bumpins’ sporta
noticeable mix of Primus
and The Police,” said
Chico resident and con-

cert-goer Burke Steinfelt.
You must have
an HSU ID or
be 18-yearsold to attend.

Aside from a few of the lyrics, however, the

set of Dave

“They have diverse influences that include, but
aren’t limited to the

PR

“Our music ranges from heavy to up-beat, sometimes
all in the same song. We appeal to audiences of all
ages who can appreciate the fine balance between
technical ability and simplicity as well as the extremes of both.”

genres of metal, country,
funk, reggae, jazz, and all
thecombinations
thereof.”

Krogle, 24, cites drum-

Carey
Danny
mers
(Tool), Neil Pert (Rush),
and

Tim

Alexander

(Primus) as his biggest
Guitarist
influences.
Dolan, 22, lists Hillel

Ryan Goldstein
manager of the Bumpin’ Uglies

Slovak and John Frusciante (Red Hot
Chili Peppers) and Bradley Nowell (Sub-

lime) as his, as well as the Pixies, Mr. Bungle,
the Descendents and NOFX. Fritchy, 21,

says that in addition to the Red Hot Chili
Peppers and Mr. Bungle, he has also modeled his playing after the finger work of Les

Claypool (Primus).
And according to critics, seven years of
honing his skill has paid off. In a review from
“The Beak,” (a self-proclaimed “cutting
edge alternative to regular newspapers in
Northern California”) one satisfied concert
goer wrote, “(Fritchy’s) style is a lot like Les

all in the same song,” said

Goldstein. “We appeal to audiences of all
ages who can appreciate the fine balance
between technical ability and simplicity as
well as the extremes of both” — which is
precisely why KRFH program director and
journalism major Christa Harrison invited
the Bumpin’ Uglies to make the windy trek
over U.S. Highway 299 to the land of
Humboldt Brewery Hemp Ale and Radio
Free Humboldt.
“I’ve caught these guys twice over the last
year since they started out,” said Harrison,

“and I was completely amazed by the show
they put on both times. Their energy was
incredible — it just radiated from the stage

and got into everyone in the room until the
entire place was Jumping.”
Burke Steinfelt shares Harrison’s estimation of the trio.
“With chops of excellent musicianship and diced humor smothered in a
groovy dressing, their sound is a salad

worthy of tossin’ (not necessarily in the
Chris Rock sense),” he said.
And it’s all for a good cause. Combined with the fruits of other fund-raisers, student organizers of HSU’s campus radio station KRFH 610 AM hope

to put
Uglies
a PA
would

the proceeds of the Bumpin’
concert toward the purchase of
(Public Address) system that
serve the community as well as

the radio station.
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live, it is hard to be completely
DANCENTER

unique. Maybe that is why it is so
refreshing when something original comes around,

presents

—Erica L. Fohnson
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simultaneously.
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usual testosterone laden reaction,
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Fillmore, The Great American
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played together.

-featuring

The CD sounds pretty much like

Original Works by
Local Choreographers:

a lot of other alt-rock stuff out there
so it will most likely sell very well.

Lyrics like “I'll be a doe in the
headlights, baby, you'll be the side
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band’s edgy emotions and at the
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Skip Holiday

DANCENTER
9th & L,

of the road,” show some of the

Yes

ec

,and Ralph
eile
tae ne

American
Indian
Dance
Theatre
Wednesday,
November 11
‘Van Duzer

“Theatre, 8pm

Te es:(a Dn
BUILDING
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champion dancers,

ater tee

ee
Mele ite
umm ire by

Johnny Frigo.

different tribes.

All in all the CD could easily
blend into any alternative rock °

The music from the Dee Snider

moyie “Strangeland,” produced by
Snider, is full of hard-core, metal

and alternative /“industrial rock.
Snider not only produced

the

CD, but stars in the film as well.
Snider, of Twisted Sister fame,
tries to relive the headbangin’
memories of the 80s with this one.
Megadeath and Pantera lend
performances to the disc, as well

station’s hit list — almost too eas-

See More rants and raves, page 24

ily.

In the trendy society in which we

oleh w-V 4
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AfroCuba
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Hermanos

of Cuban rumba, Puerto
Rican bomba and more!
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Cepeda
An unforgettable evening

TTS

Dance Company

and Los

Thursday, November 19°
Van Duzer Theatre, 8pm
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‘Soldier’ is easy on the brain
K

urt Russell is Todd 3465, raised from birth to be a fighting
machine, in Whiher Brothers’ new action film, “Sol-

dier.”
The future soldiers grow up ina strictly monitored
environment where they are taught to live by eight

by
Steve Sauer

rules:
1. Strict obedience to orders

2. Never question authority
photos

3. Winning is everything

MEMES.

4. Strength

courtesy of

Warner Bros.

:

MEMBER

beats knowledge
5. Destroy all enemies
6. Search and eliminate
7. Show no mercy
8. Weakness = Death
Any child in the program who does not meet their

CAMERAS
PHOTO

® SUPPLIES

FINISHING

Wedding,

* PassporT

PHoros

Portrait, and Commercial

Photography

by Philip Dresser

“707-822-3155 * On the Arcata Plaza

strict-requirements is terminated.
‘Todd becomes the best in his group, a killing ma-

chine totally without compassion or mercy.
In a training exercise ata firing range, where targets
move past and the children are to shoot the enemy
targets, Todd blows through a target ofa woman hold-

ing a baby to get to the enemy.
‘The years pass, and the Soldiers are sent into the
field, where they rack up incredible kill levels, with

60 or more enemy kills in a single conflict.

Cold and

efficient, the Soldiers are the American Forces’ best

weapon andand ToddTodd isis thethe best
best Soldi
Soldieer.r:

However, as with any weapon, improvements are

made.

The

program

de-

velops anew
generation of
Soldiers using genetic
engineering
to weed out

defects

and

Nesede-

enhance

arediae.
In a test
the

of

new

,

i

:

Jason Scott Lee and Kurt Russell star In the new action flick, “Soldier”
is defeated by Caine 607 (Jason Scott Lee), and two other older
Soldiers are killed.

Aj] three bodies are shipped to a planet used as a garbage dump.
Todd regains consciousness just in time to find himself dropped
See Soldier, page 25
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More rants and raves
¢ continued from page 22

MD TET;,
SS

as Marilyn Manson and Anthrax.
“This soundtrack represents the
new wave of heavy metal by allowing the next generation of emerging artists to express themselves,”
Snider said.
Hé also added, “This crop of
daring and adventurous musicians
are breathing much needed new
life into the hard rock and metal
genres.”
Dee, buddy, what are you thinking? Metal is dead, let it stay that

ee

535 5th
444-CLUB

« Eureka

« clubwestoniine.com

VOTED THE
AREA'S BEST
NIGHT CLUB
FOR LIGHT
YEARS IN A
ROW!
LEGENDARY

Ian Moore’s

Moore’s got the Green Grass”
showcases all of Moore’s musical
interests. His wide range of musical taste comes together to create a
truly unique CD.
In the three years since his last
CD, Jan has evolved as a guitar
player, vocalist and songwriter. He
says his influences range from everything from Hindu chants to
“the horrible Top 40 music” he
was exposed to as a teen.
The original and eclectic sound
is produced by the use of unique

way!
— Erica L. Fohnson

band.
A highlight from the CD is the
drunken ballad that’s fun to sing
along to.
Moore puts a lot of soul into this
disc.
The CD could make a good addition to any CD collection. Moore
spans so many different types of
and genre’s of music it is had to put
him into a category. Anyone who

> ET

PL

ed

lan Moore

“lan

Moore’s

got

the

Green Grass”

r
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WITH ALL THE ORIGINAL MEMBERS!
TICKETS ON SALE NOW.
$14 ADVANCE
$16 AT THE DOOR
18 & OVER WELCOME
DOORS OPEN AT 8:00 P.M.
OOOO
CALL 444-CLUB FOR CONCERT
INFORMATION
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Humboldt's very own The Roadmasters.

aT:
Wi

PI

BS

MOS

/ CLUB TRIANGLE
8 and over. $4 Gay & lesbian night
Doors open 9:00

Call 444-CLUB
for show info.

=
m3

Call 444-2624
:

Ticket locations: The Works CDs &
Tapes, Eureka/Arcata; Wildhorse CDs &
Tapes, Garberville; The Metro, Arcata, Fat
City Music, Crescent City

spontaneous,” Guitarist Trey
Anastasio said about the ablum.
_ Keyboardist Page McConnell
said the album sounds more like
Phish than any other.
“Parts of it are a little quieter and
pull you in acoustically and introspectively, but it also has the funk

Phish
“The Story of the Ghost”
Kk kkk
O.K. Phish fans, I’m sure I do

not have to tell you this but more
from your favorite wacky Vermonters has arrived.
Since most Phish fans already
have this CD and because most of
you are still recovering from Vegas
last weekend, I will keep this re-

and the rock stuff we’re doing, and
it’s not overly produced,” he said.
Overall the CD is great, die-hard

fans will love it and those new to
Phish will find it entertaining if not
at least interesting.
In summary,”
The Story of the
Ghost” is a great CD. Buy it.
— Erica L. Fohnson
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18 and over are welcome,

— Erica L. Fohnson

view short and simple.
The years together show
through on this one, they have matured and are now more into play-

2826-3928

1S

RS RE AREA AEH

loves a CD witha bit of everything
will like this one.
The tracks go from classic covers to original interludes of soft
magical melodies and then back to
rock ‘n’ roll mixed with a bit of
blues.

instruments like the bazouki, sitar,
balaika, tuba, upright bass,
harmonium, accordion, tabla,
djembe, digeridoo and marching

BAND:

mL

SAB

“Ian
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Latin Music Night
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‘Soldier’ is a good source of mindless fun
e continued from page 23

Don't expect to be challenged by this film.
it's definitely a no-brainer.

defender of the older Soldiers, is

destined for a good colony
world, the colonists are now ex-

the same world for a field test,
Todd fights to defend his new
world against the heavily-armed

often brings him into conflict
with Colonel Nekum (Jason
Isaacs), the commanding officer

isting by raiding the discarded

invaders.

refuse of other worlds for any
useful items.
Todd is taken 1n by the colonists, and exposed for the first
time in his life to something
other than a heartless military

The film is a formula piece,
very predictable in every aspect.

Todd from a killing machine to
a member of a community, on
occasion conveying whole ideas
with a subtle motion of his head
or slight change of expression.

Lee is passable as the super-

by this film. It’s definitely a no-

onto the desolate world.

There. he finds that the world

is populated by the survivors of
a crashed

starship. Originally

However, it has good effects,
solid acting, and a sense of humor running throughout the
well-filmed

action

sequences.

Russell does an excellent
job of

organization. When the new gen
eration of Soldiers is shipped to

portraying

the

transition

volved with the project who actually cares about his men, which

of the new Soldier program.
Don’t expect to be challenged

human Caine, but is given very
little to do other than provide a
nemesis for Todd.

brainer.
However, there are so many
parts that will have fans of the

A pleasant surprise is Gary

genre laughing or cheering that

Busey, who, as Church, Todd’s

commanding officer and staunch

of

much more likable than he usually is. He is one of the few in-

any action buff will want
see this one.

ns

rene

The new film, “Soldier,” stars Kurt

to go

Russell as a futuristic killing machine.
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Get a fix of swingin’ tunes

PITTI TT.)
773 8th St. ¢ On the Arcata Plaza « 822-4100
all shows 21 and over * www.cafetomo.com
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Hookah

$4

Sidecar

Project

$13 door
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DJ
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Red
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DENTISTRY
Mark

and

blues based; bop music that

Swingerhead.”
With the wave of the swing

‘you can swing to and dance

A. Hise

Sacramento-based,

and

the

Nails,

vintage suit-clad quartet, will be blending its special

craze riding higher than ever

sauce of rhythm andblues and
swing on the Café Tomo stage
Thursday at 9 p.m.

before (as documented by even
the Gap’s use of the music and
dance style to plug its khaki
pants), fans are afraid that the

Lead by vocalist and “hell-

as merely jumping on the midcentury revival bandwagon.
“T just don’t want people to
go out thinking that (a Chrome
Addicts show) is going to be a

var

11/20

On

he Chrome Addicts, a

Young, the 5-year-old band

$10 adv.

Tue
11/17
Fri

tion (decidedly un-swinglike),
and in general they’re just less
glitzy and more traditional

COVER

Allstars

Sat
saya!

they’re not a traditional swing
band like the ones that have
been seen up here, like The
New Morty Show, Lee Press

Chrome Addicts will be seen

Greyboy

11/13

photo courtesy
Stetlartists

fire” harmonica player Tommy

Thu
Fri

in for flavor.
“They’ve got some swingable
songs,” said Donohoe, “but

wjyo

5pm _ =

gives a taste of the feel, the
look, and, most importantly,

the sound that was produced
in the °40s and °50s when the
dirty, driving blues sound of

Chicago was coupled with the
swing of Los Angeles’ Central
Avenue.
“They’re

mostly

jump-

blues,” said Michael Donohoe,

whose homegrown promotion
company Creep Productions is
bringing the Chrome Addicts
to Arcata. Members of the
Chrome Addicts were not
available for comment.
The Chrome Addicts have
been co-billed with neo-swing
icons such as Royal Crown Revue, given space in a “swing
only” web page and pepper
their publicity liberally with
the term, “swing.”

Donohoe

MS-DDS

However,

is adamant in his

promotion of the group as predominantly “jump-blues and
rhythm and blues based,” with
Just a little bit of swing thrown

Serving the university community since 1983

have their own unique sound

by
Evan Hatflied

Night Spot

OPEN 7 NIGHTS, NOW SERVING LUNCH 111 - 4, LIVE MUSIC
FROM 9 PM, FULL BAR, SUSHI, SAKE, HAPPY HOURS.
Thu

|

lot of swing

Donohoe

schtick,”

that’s made possible, in part,
by the harmonica player. They
haven’t picked up a horn sec-

any way you want.”
San Francisco Chronicle
writer Rachel Leibrock Davis
probably provided the best description of the band’s sound
when she wrote in a 1997 article, “Building upon a strong
blues foundation, the Chrome

Addicts
add_
layers’
of
rockabilly, swing bebop and
jazz to create a stylish yet stylistically timeless sound ...with
plenty of harmonica riffs,

said

sweaty

in reference to the

on-stage antics of Big Bad Voo-

beats

Providing the sweaty beats
for the band are Brad Cross on
drums and Joshua Minucci on
the upright (but not uptight)

bass. The slow burn of guitarist Johnny Cat, combined with
the wailing harmonica of
Young, provide for the boogiewoogie melodies. In combining the four talents into such a
tight package, the quartet has
created enough demand for
themselves that they have
played more than 800 shows in
the last 5 years, including
opening gigs for such blues
greats as John Lee Hooker,
Elvin Bishop, Rod Piazza

swing bands that are coming
out of San Francisco and Los
Angeles right now,” said
Donohoe. “Even though (The
Chrome Addicts) have shared
equal billing with...various

(Blues By The Bay 97), Little
Charlie and the Nightcats and

swing oriented bands, they

Charlie Musselwhite.

Marino's Club
FRIDAY NIGHT
$35°° 1/2 LiTERS
ALABAMA SLAMMERS & ICED TEAS

>

LATE Nicut Happy Hour!
|

(707) 822-2302 ° www.marinosclub.com
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The Chrome Addicts, a jump-blues quartet trom Sacramento will play at Café
Tomo Thursday,

og

as

ce

boogie-

woogie melodies ... ”

doo Daddy and Royal Crown
Revue. “They (the Addicts)
are really talented entertainers,
but it’s not like that. They
were doing this jump-blues
thing a while before the swing
craze got huge.”
Donohoe cites instrumentation as one of the major factors
distinguishing The Addicts
from the aforementioned
swingers.
“(The Chrome Addicts) are
more stripped down than the
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Survival of the fittest
Men’s basketball will battle key injury, dog-eat-dog conference
t doesn’t get much more discouraging for a coach than to lose a prized

recruit to injury before the season begins. Enter HSU
by
Matt Krupnick

basketball coach Tom Wood’s situation.
Freshman J’ontar Coleman tore the anterior cruci= ate ligament in his right knee in a pickup game the

photo by

week before practice began, knocking him out for the
season. Wood said losing Coleman, who starred at

Adam Conley

Skyline High School in Oakland, is a big blow to the
team.

“We don’t always get those type of players,” Wood

said. “That’s part of the ballgame, though. The program will survive.”

Junior forward Dave Demyan, who has suffered
from an ACL tear himself, expressed the same senti-

The men’s

ments, saying that he has faith in the team’s ability to
persevere.
“(Coleman’s injury) really hurt us,’ Demyan said.

basketball

“He’s a phenomenal athlete.

program has an

“We have plenty of other people who can step up,

all-time
record = ‘ough.
of 561-788,
A strong

|

|

lia

a

corps of returning players will solidify the
HSU quad, led by senior Rod Tennell. The 6-foot-3
guard from Los Angeles started 11 games last year
for the Lumberjacks, who finished 11-15 overall and
5-9 in conference for a fifth-place finish. ‘Tennell av10.4 points and 3.1 rebounds per game last

ee.

year, making him the top returning scorer.
Senior forward Carrie Williams started 13 games
last year, when the 6-foot-7 forward from Oakland
averaged 7.1 points
and 4.5 rebounds per game. The

6-foot-5 Demvan. who hails from Reedley, started four

The team last

games last year, a\ eraging six pointsand4.7rebounds

won a confer-

per game,
Other

ence title in

1989-90, when

it hada
conference
record of 11-3.

returners

expected

to make

an impact

are 6-

foot-5 junior point guard Andy Westerholt, 6-foot-4

junior forward Adam Carewe and 6-foot-2 senior
guard Kiah Ginsberg.
The arrival of new talent also has Wood looking
forward to the season, he said.
“We feel that our recruiting class really helps us out,”
Wood said. “The combination of old and new has us
excited.”
Leading the way is 6-foot-3 guard Bobby Robinson.

18th year at
HSU, has a
Career record

of 229-237

.

Ali Brooks, a 5-foot-8 junior point guard from
Merritt Junior College, comes to HSU after spend-

ing two years playing baseball in the Pittsburgh Pirates’ farm system. Isaac Beh will also play for the
"Jacks after transferring from Barstow Junior College

last year.

While last year’s team scored approximately 70
points per game, Wood said he isn’t concerned

offensivewhether his team will be a defensive- or
minded squad.

of
“Pm worried more about being on the plus side
. I
the score,” he said. “We're trying to play up-tempo
or
don’t know if that’s going to equate to more points
not.”

See Basketball, page 29
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Undeclared freshman Christian Gallagher, right, shoots from the perimeter during practice yesterday.
:

The junior transfer averaged 25 points per game last
year at San Diego City College. Joining Robinson will
be junior college transfers Juan Corletto and Matt
Halverson, as well as 6-foot-8 junior center Bobby
Caruthers, who redshirted last year.

Head coach Tom
Wood, in his
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Friday
\Nintnen's'ehecer
vs. Central Washington
Ellensburg, Wash., noon

e Football
The senior defensive
lineman from Reno, Nev.,

had a game-high 12 tackles, including one for a loss
of eight yards, in Saturday's
24-14 win over Menlo
College on the road.

Men’s soccer
vs. BYU-Hawaii

Laie, Hawaii, 3 p.m.
Men’s basketball

vs. Race Express
East Gym, 7 p.m.

Satumiay
Cross country

at NCAA West Regional
Bellingham, Wash., 10:30 a.m.

Keleise

3

(*

eraged

Tupuola

e Volleyball

‘
;
5‘
pty
The junior right side hitter

from Carson tallied a team
season-high 28 kills in
Saturday’s 7-15, 15-8, 16-

; Footbal
vs. Southern Oregon
Redwood Bowl, 2 p.m.

Volleyball
vs. Western Oregon
East Gym, 7 p.m.

14, 3-15, 11-15 loss to

Women’s soccer

Central Washington in
Ellensburg, Wash.

at Pac West tourney

Ellensburg, Wash., TBA

Sunday
Men’s soccer
vs. Hawaii Pacific
Honolulu,-noon
Kinesillicaatle

a me
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HSU defensive end Brian Lytle
had a game-high 12 tackles, including one for an eight-yard loss.
The ‘Jacks (3-6, 2-1) will resume
Columbia Football Association

Sports
C0068
Volleyball

team

play Saturday with a 2 p.m. home
contest against Southern Oregon

(3-5, 1-2).

swept

by Pacific West foes on road
Keleise Tupuola achieved a team

ton Friday at noon, while that game
will be followed by a matchup between Western Washington and
Montana State-Billings.

The *Jacks spread the wealth

The losers will play at noon Saturday, while the winners will vie for
the conference crown at 2 p.m.

Steve Blanche and Josh Hamilton
scored goals to lead the men’s soccer team past UC Santa Cruz on
the road, 4-0.

HSU improved to 7-7-2 with the
non-conference victory, which
came two days after the ‘Jacks
dropped a 4-2 decision to CSU
Bakersfield.
The Jacks will wrap up their sea-

The ‘Jacks will end their season
Saturday at home against Western
Oregon (20-6, 12-5). The game
will begin at 7 p.m.

son in style this week, traveling to

Hawaii for Friday’s 3 p.m. game
against BYU-Hawaii (6-4-2) and
Sunday’s noon match against Hawail Pacific (5-7-0).

Foothall
hokis on to preserve
24-14 victory over Menlo

MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
MARGARITAS $2°°
BLACKBERRY, STRAWBERRY AND REGULAR

Micro Pints $2*°
NEWCASTLE,

HSU built a 24-0 lead through
three quarters, then held off host
Menlo College in the fourth quarter to win, 24-14, Saturday in nonconference football.
The Lumberjacks scored all but
three of their points in the second
quarter. Matt Dwane, Sean
Schneider and Ricky Elorme

Women ties Hayward
despite shooting dominance
Despite a 37-9 advantage in
shots,

scored touchdowns in that period
for HSU.

women’s

soccer

team

STEELHEAD, ANCHOR

The men’s and women’s cross
country teams will travel to

Bellingham, Wash., for the second
time in three weeks for Saturday’s
NCAA West Region Championships.
The men will compete for one of
the top two spots, which would
qualify them for the national championships, to be held Nov. 23 in
Lawrence, Kans.

The women’s team will try to
place well at the meet. Top runner
Leia Giambastiani also has a
chance to qualify for an individual
spot.

The men’s race will begin at

tying CSU Hayward on the road

10:30 a.m., while the women’s

Sunday, 0-0, in double overtime.
The tie brought HSU’s record to

race will begin at approximately
11:30 a.m.

AUTOCLASS

STEAM...

BUsuneEL
Ls
Auto Glass ¢z Interior Restoration

TUESDAY NIGHTS
Micro Pints $275
WELL Drinks IN Pints $2°°
(707) 822-2302 > www.marinosclub.com

Cross country
ready to vie
for championship
spots

couldn’t find the back of the goal,

Pius... FREE PEANUTS DURING THE GAME!

i

the

FULL SAIL, ANDERSON VALLEY,

SIERRA NEVADA,

West Conference championship
tournament.

Men split in non-Conference
soccer
pair on road
Sunday as Nils Saetre, John Koven,

State in Lewiston, Idaho, Friday in
three games, 6-15, 7-15, 7-15.

The “Jacks will travel to
Ellensburg, Wash., for the Pacific
HSU will play Central Washing-

season-high 28 kills, but it wasn’t
enough to prevent a five-game
marathon loss to Central Washington on the road Saturday.
The loss dropped the *Jacks to
10-15 overall and 5-10 in conference. HSU also lost to Lewis-Clark

8-7-2. The "Jacks also lost Friday
at CSU Bakersfield, 2-0.
The Roadrunners outshot HSU,
19-7.

“Phere

e ‘Truck sliders
¢ Windshield Repair

2

6 1 0 3

3

their fi riends.”

e Auto Interior and
Upholstery Repair
¢ Sun Roofs

¢ Side Glass Replacement

8

send

¢ Window Tinting

and Replacement
@

customers

7
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Presents...
Grey Boy Att Stars SIDECAR Project
featuring

KARL DENSON’S TINY
UNIVERSE
Thursday, Nov. 12th
Café Tomo, Arcata

GALACTIC
Tuesday, Nov. | 7th
Café Tomo, Arcata
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Local Ice Cream

Sorbets, Sherbets, Gelatos and Yogurt

Locally Roasted Coffee

FABRIC, KITS, TOOLS, PIECES, NOTIONS.
TAKE AN EXTRA

and

a Full Espresso Bar!
<

———+
Located in Jacoby’s
Storhouse
on the Plaza.
Open Daily 10 am - 10pm
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times this week. This form of
blocking, known as the “sieve formation,” has been proven effective
in places like San Francisco, where
Steve Young often shatters the
NFL record for concussions suffered in one game.

7h
¢ The HSU women’s soccer

team outshot CSU Hayward
on Sunday, 37-9, but tied the
Pioneers, 0-0. It’s all about
eyewear.

Elmhurst
15.
Those
Phoenicians don’t just excel in

¢ A couple more years of Texas

beating traditional power Nebraska and HSU beating the
much-feared Menlo College and
we may see the birth of an HSUNebraska rivalry.

e The football team was able

to hold off pesky upstart
Menlo, 24-14, improving its
record to 3-6.*

¢ News

e Apparently continuing to
Lumberjack quarterbacks, the
HSU offensive line allowed
Travis Mari to be sacked four

Basketball

Our Advanced Methods Pinpoint The Cause

Of Your Pain Without Unnecessary X-Rays
Sports Injuries, Auto Injuries, Personal Injuries

soft porn fame.
* The football team’s first

Most Insurance Accepted, Painless Payment Plans

win was against Simon Fraser.

Drs. Mark & Martha Henry,

Ole’ Simon is in Canada, a

Grinnell College in Iowa is enjoying an undefeated season after its
56-28 pounding of Knox Saturday.
* Obscure college football score
of the week: Carthage 22,

demonstrate its disdain for

we can help.

Brave,” and went on to attain

you need to know:

country in which the moose is
considered part of the intellectual elite, and that game’s result should be laughed at accordingly.

While the Pacific West Confer-

Demyan said scoring probably

first-time members of the confer-

won’t be the team’s main concern.

ence — several surprises, Wood

“This year’s team is much more
ofan up-tempo team,” he said. “We

said he has some idea of what to

expect in the team race. Seattle

Davis. Wood also said he expects
Western Washington and LewisClark State to compete for the conference title.
The "Jacks will begin their season Friday with an exhibition

have a lot of scorers out there.
What we have to do is buckle down
on defense.”

Pacific advanced to the West Re-

game against Race Express. The

e Continued
from page 27

t

HEADACHES?

©

1964 Olympic 10,000-meter
champion Billy Mills. The
next step is a speech by
Robbie Benson, who played
Mills in the movie, “Running

drt

Back & Neck Problems?

alphabets, apparently.
¢ So we scored a visit from

Lohr

ence is sure to offer the ‘Jacks —

gion finals last season, where it lost

game, which will be held in the

to eventual NCAA champion UC

East Gym, will begin at 7 p.m.

MUMBOLDT STATE UNIVERSITY FOUNDATION
STATEMENT OF PIMANCIAL POSITION
June

30,

1996
Permanently
Restricted

Unrestricted

Humboldt

Program

Current Assete:
Cash and Cash Equivalents (Mote 1)
On hand & in commercial accounts
Savings accounts

ei Fie

Total

a

hi " V

Crsi

cash

and

cash

Total

Cash

(Note

Total

26,610
666,072

$ 20, 406
2s. 974

$

692,682

$ 46, 380

$

s
149,000

etc.

4)

Receivables:
Sponsored programs
Other accounte/notes
Less allowance for
Goubt ful accounts

Foundation

equivalents

of deposit,

certificates

Time

ay

$

$
receivable
(Note

$

26,661

799,172
2,121,928

$

$

20,610
167,322

666,998
3,350,296

149,000

$ 2,921,100
255,461

$ 208,132

$ 4,217,294
295,633

149,000

§

$

$

4,512,927

$

1,321,626
109,763

1,321,626
2,794

405

$

Loan and
Scholarship

3,176,562

215,763

$
66,132

13,571

1)

Receivables

Receivable from Other Funds:
Indirect cost receivable
Total

Receivable

Inventories
Prepaid Expenses
Total

i
Statement

ai

& Deferred

Current

7
ai
o

Land

in

Funds

Charges

Assets

Shelter

Total

Py

Other

Long Tere Investments:
(Note 1)
Marketable securities
Aseet backed securities
Treasury bill
Schats Land, tree fare and
hydroelectric plant
Tree Farm Building (Note &)
Daly Building (Mote 9)

Financial
Pr

from

iOn

Long

Yaaibeat.

Cove

Term

Total, Fixed

4

,241

715,000
369,740
$15,000
319,200

Trinidad

$

& fixtures
$

depreciation

711,038
(20,075)

Assets

1998

W

(Note

Development

$711,098

$

1,017,324

$

$

7,562,301

$16,903,894

acceauacees

seenscnuces

Campus
Program

Loan

1,617,326

ae

the test’s top all-around perfor-

worthy, the Momentum

Tech

[GORE-TEX parka] is ready for any

outing, any weather, any season.”
— Backpacker, Feb. 1998

ADVENTURE’S
HuUMAN

POWERED

EDGE

SPECIALISTS

peal

650 10th Street, Arcata - 822-4673

Ranommdah aul

Open 7 days a week.

and
Endowment

Scholarship

Longterw

Total

Liabilities

‘
$6,137
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sogee

ae

722,725
311,738

72,698

730

72,620

26,611

e98

19,242

39,403
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ee eoceces

9)
Agency

ed net asse; ts
e
aeewstrict
Unres
Restricted net assets (Note
Net

$

drops...

Liabilities

Total

Total

«

:

equipment

Liabilities

Current

Longterm Liabilities
Note Payable
Eureka

’

ASSETS

Liabilities
Current Liabilities
Bank overdraft
Accounts payable
accrued liabili*ies
Due to other funds:
Indirect cost payable

Total

neg

ute

Program

June 30,

711,038

ua basis ty ture
iwusaevine (taeeee ope ang

Assets

& NET

mountain

mance. Simple, smart, and weather

Sponsored

LIABILITIES

M@ONSTONE

319,200

o

Total

715,000

369,740
$15,000

held for investments:
Cash & cash equivalents
Time certificates of deposit
5

4,966,673
87,980

Investments

iuralbeee

Total
Less accumulated

Cash

&

4,516,503
83,739

368,454

Assets

Totel Liabilities
Met Assets

&

$

1,365,173

$ 46,293

$ 690,963

$

7,882,301

$ 6,505,325
7,582,301
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Soccer

Columbia Football Association standings:
Team

W-L

Western Washington

3-0

121-53

5-3

237-188

Central Washington
HSU

2-}
2-1

81-60
83-76

4-3
3-6

213-187
180-250

Western Oregon

1-3

135-163

3-4

224-228

Southern Oregon

Simon Fraser

=~ PF-PA

W-L
.

1-2... 107-109

= 3-5

65-141

FS

Last Saturday's Col in

= PE-PA

.

«(60-212

3-5

181-215.

tk all Association scores:

Last week's Pacific West Conference scores: |

¢ HSU 24, Menlo

e HSU 4, UC Sata Cruz 0
e CSU Bakersfield 4,HSU 2
Seattle Pacific 3, CSU Dominguez Hills 1
¢ Hawaii Pacific 3, BYU-Hawaii 2
°‘ Seattle University 2, Simon Fraser 2

° Western Washing

e Eastern Oregon {
e Simon Fraser 43

Saturday's Col

"sou
aah sua

e Western Oregon

e Eastern Oregon

oketr

as

Pacific West Conference igen
vers of the week:

‘Team
Simon err

¢ Marchi Gabne

S

3

, mon Fraser,

Gabriele rushed for 276 yards on

ng touchdowns of three and 80

yards, as the Clan snapped a five-game losing streak with a triple-overtime victory
over Southern Oregon. The yardage total was the eighth-highest figure in Northwest small-college history.
Defense

¢ Scott Turpin, Simon Fraser, linebacker

Turpin, who recove!

fumble in the third overtime, had 22 tackles in Simon

Fraser’s win. He had

ackles for losses of seven yards, including one sack.

scores:
ce
en
er
nf
Co
st
We
c
fi
ci
Pa
's
ek
we
st
¢LaCSU Bakersfield 2, HSU 0
¢ HSU 0, CSU Hayward 0

* Western Baptist5, Western Oregon 1
* Western Oregon 1, Concordia |

Ps
te

Central Washington 2, Evergreen State 0
* Western Washington 2, Simon Fraser 1

oe

"

Pacific West Conference standings:
West Division

W-L

Seattle Pacific § ©
Lewis-Clark State

0 09S-3.cccren
194

Western Orege

Saint Martin’s
Western Wa
HSU -

Simon Frage

12-5

W-L_ _s— Percentage

Oh
°340D

20-6...
.769
20-5800

706

20-6

9-7
563
7-10
—..412
M2 << 294

,

3-1

re

176

Central Washington
Last week's Pa

Percentage

118

Br

550
.500
400

Men
{approx.
5.1 miles)

261

cores:
Oregon as Concordia

SU 2

° Lewis-Clark Stae
3, HSU 0
¢ Lewis-Clark State 3, Western 1 Oregon 1

Results from the Oct. 24 Western Washington Invitational:

mies

West Conference

¢ Central Washi

11-9
13-13
IONS.

.769

1

-Hilo 3, Chaminade |
* Hawaii Pacific 3, Hawaii-Hilo 0

¢ Saint Maftin’s 3, Western Washington 0 * Grand C sanyon 3, Alaska-Anch, 1

¢ W. Oregon 3, Central Washington 0

* BYU-Hawaii 3, Hawaii Pacific 1

This week's Pacific West Conference schedule:
¢ Western Oregon at HSU, Saturday, 7 p.m.

° Seattle Pacific at Saint M

tin’s, Saturday, 7 p.m.

« Lewis- Clark State at Central

¢, Friday, 7 p.m.

ashington, Friday, 7 p.m.

¢ Simon Fraser at Western Washington, Friday, 7 p.m.

1. Craig Dickson, Club NW, 24:54
2. Matt Messner, Club NW, 25:32
3, Dan Franek, Club NW, 25:35
8.15.Tim
Miller, 26:10
Damian Rogers, 26:28
19, Gregory Phillips, 26:37
29. Richard Roybal, 26:57

32. Josh Otto 97:06
33. Jason Walker 97:08

:
,

oa:
Hyant Fanenakér 27:10
(140 finishers)
Team scores
1. Club Northwest, 15

2. Washington, 77

4. HSU, 89 ©

aces

2. Desneige MeLean, SFU, 17. 39.5
3. Emily Andersen, Club NW, 17:40.
31. Becky
Leia Giambastiani,
Mello, 20: 04.19:es,‘a
51.

69, Crystal Jobtike 6a OY.
a Jennifer C h ? OTe]

J

89 Be ‘ke

ge: By. a

90. Bane

uae 29+ L |

7

96.
Melissa Ortiz, 22:31
(113
fishers)

»

Team schree
1. Simon Fraser, 34

9. Club Northwest. 34

8. HSU, 231

e

e

:
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A.S. wasting time with
surplus fund protest
Itis important for HSU to increase the
student body’s involvement in school ac-

Letters

to the editor

CSU Chancellor feels the CFA’s

being counterproductive
Editor,

Recent information distributed and
printed in the press by the California Faculty Association (CFA) warrants clarification. The California State University is offering an average 5 percent salary increase
for faculty this year — the same increase
budgeted by the state for our faculty and accepted by every other union except one. By
offering 6 percent next year, the CSU is addressing the salary lag between our faculty
and those at comparable institutions. I have
committed in writing to close that gap over
the next three years.
The other main issue is merit pay. Compensation should be based at least in part
on performance. All other comparable institutions in the United States have a merit
pay system. Our completely new proposal
incorporates even more faculty participation
in awarding merit pay. We have a responsi-

bility to the people of California to be accountable for the job we are doing, and merit
pay is critical to that.
The action taken Oct. 10 by a small group
of activists within the CFA — whose total
membership includes only 30 percent of the
CSU faculty — is counterproductive. In fact,

their current contract prohibits any such
concerted job action. I am confident that
faculty would not abandon their responsibility to students.
Finally, CSU faculty are dedicated, expert
teachers and scholars, and it is unfortunate
that a small minority feels the need to distribute misleading information rather than
concentrate their efforts at the bargaining
table. The CSU is working to reach a fair
agreement and focus completely on educating students. The CFA should do the same.

Charles B. Reed
CSU chancellor

Proposed A.S. fee increase has
HSU student concerned

Editor,
Does anybody out there in newspaperland know about the proposed Associated
Students fee increase? From what I have
gathered, the programs, clubs and activities
that benefit from the A.S. budget money are

increasingly short on funds. In order to keep
organizations like the Y.E.S. House and

©

28 en

CCAT going, there may be an increase in
the A.S. fee, that all students pay as a part of
their tuition. The difference could be as little
as $5, but that hasn’t been decided yet. I

didn’t know anything about this until I had
spoken with an A.S. representative, and |
wonder how much other students know.

A.S. 1s very concerned about whether or not

tivities, so A.S. should be supported
when it attempts to win students more

influence over what happens on campus.
But A.S. has wasted time and effort on
its movement to change how surplus
funds are allocated, because the change

wouldn’t really give students’ ideas any
greater chance of being implemented.
The university’s vice presidents have

always been in charge of making recom-

students want this increase and is asking for

mendations for how unallocated money

student input. I like the stuff my money sup-

should be spent because they have ex-

ports, but am not hot on the idea of, say, a

perience in prioritizing proposed
projects and tend to have a wider perspective on what projects would most

$20 fee hike. There is going to be an open
forum about all this jazz today at 2 p.m. in
the Kate Buchanan Room, and there are
additional forums scheduled in the weeks
to come. If you have an opinion on this subject or want to learn more, I encourage you

to check it out.

benefit the entire school.
While A.S. has no direct influence over
fund allocation, it can submit ideas to the

vice presidents, who then submit them
Marie Reich
liberal studies senior

BESAFE member lobbies for
better counseling services
Editor,

So I was talking to a friend of mine the
other day, a reasonably decent chap, about
the trials and tribulations of working within
Being Educated about a Sexual Assault Free
Environment (BESAFE). All ofa sudden my
friend accused me of being “a very angry
woman.” I stepped back, in a total state of
shock, at this description of my character.
Believe me, I’ve been called worse before,

but those allegations always came from fel-

lows who bore a striking resemblance to
Andrew Dice Clay. My friend has more ofa
Robin Williams appeal, so imagine my dismay when HSU’s own version of Mork from
Ork charged me with being categorically
irate! He departed before I had a chance to
ask him how he came to this conclusion, so

I was left to ponder the validity of his statement.
As a junior in college, I have developed
impeccable critical thinking skills, so I used

those to assess the situation. I carefully ana_ lyzed the discussion which led up to the
defamation of my character. My complaints
about the issues I encountered while working to prevent sexual assault on our campus
obviously struck a chord with him. Now
what had I said that identified me as a frothing, furious feminist?

[t could have been when I griped about

signs made by our group being vandalized.

The posters which were defaced appealed

to the University Resource, Planning and
Budget Committee The committee submits its recommendations to the Executive Committee, which chooses from

those recommendations.
As it is, students are already amply represented by three student positions on

Budget Committee and by
the student focus groups that
meet with the vice presidents.
Individual students can also
submit ideas to the vice presidents directly and have their
voices heard that way. In this
case, the vice presidents act

as additional school representatives to whom students
can submit proposals.
A.S. is not used as the student representative group in

the allocation process, and its
lack of power could be one
reason it has been so anxious
to protest the surplus funds
hierarchy. But it is just as easy

for HSU students to submit
proposals to the vice presidents as it is to submit them
to A.S. representatives.
A.S. could best represent

HSU students if it stopped
wasting time trying to change the
unallocated funds proposal process and
worked on a project that would make

more of a difference to students.

the University Resource, Planning and
to men by giving them some tips on how to
be supportive of survivors of sexual assault.
The tips included things like “listen” and
“believe” and “don’t judge the survivor.”
The vandals wrote things like “why would I
want to listen to a woman” and “all women
Be.
Then again it might have been my story
about the student who approached
BESAFE members when they were tabling
in the J. He informed them that sex with a
woman was kind of like selling a car: you
have to sell the idea to them because sometimes they don’t know they want it until you
push. He also mentioned that you should
never take no for an answer.
Of course, it could also be when I told my
friend about a particular student’s reaction
to the movie “Dreamworlds 2.” The film
includes derogatory depiction of women to
demonstrate how they are misrepresented
by the music video industry. The film’s creator even uses a scene where a woman is
gang-raped to prove his point. After viewing the movie, however, a student seemed

to miss the implications and told his friends
how much he enjoyed watching the rape
scene.

Or maybe it was when I brought up the
fact that our school doesn’t have a sr ual
assault prevention center or counseli..g for
students. Now don’t get me wrong, we have

a handful of administrators and faculty who
are doing their best to help survivors; but

can a few individuals with a million other
tasks to accomplish really provide the assistance necessary? According to a study by
Mary Koss, one out of every four women has
been raped or survived an attempted rape
by the time she is 21 years old. If we apply
this statistic to our own college, there are

about 800 to 900 women who may need
counseling, support, and advice. Other stud-

ies indicate that one in six men have been
raped or survived an attempted rape during
their lifetime, which could present us with
500 to 600 men who need these services So,

we may very well have up to 1,500 persons
in need of assistance on our campus, and the
only administrative support they get is a
sexual assault prevention committee which
meets twice a semester.
Well, what do you know? I am pretty angry after all. I guess the real question now is
whether or not you are too.
Nicole Gans
political science junior

O®@
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Religious nuts prove to be the true horror
Aren’t religious zealots great?
[ mean, seriously, without those nutty, Bible-thumping, Nashville-

Network-watching, brimstone and fire, tent-revivalist Tammy and
Tommy Faes, I think the world would be a duller, less humor-filled
dirt ball.
Needless to say, I was quite pleased when “King of the Hill” took
on the “Touched by an Angel” fan club during its Halloween special last week.
In case you missed it, Hank Hill’s niece, Luanne, is drawn into a

people wide and literally filled the entire sidewalk. The only time
the line broke was at crosswalks. There was absolutely NO way to
stroll casually through the Gaslamp Quarter, which also happens
to be one of the major sites to experience San Diego night life.
Anyway, the protesters arrived. And in style. They all wore black
turtlenecks and pants. Most of them were in their late teens to mid30s. The youth group meeting must have ended early, because they
obviously had time to kill.
There was only one person who wasn’t dressed in black. Nope.

._
~~
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by Frank Pruett

Politics and abortion:
A true no-man's land

plot to end Halloween by a self-righteous, bigoted woman in her
He had a costume. He was dressed like Jesus. Cross, thorns, white
Bible study group. After blocking Hank’s attempt to build a haunted
blood-stained toga. The whole shebang.
house at his son’s school, the wench goes and opens a religiouslySo these freaks march straight through the line, disrupting its flow,
Though the ongoing twists and turns in
slanted house full of Christian horrors.
causing all sorts of people to fall into the
the not-so-clear impeachment process conAfter watching this episode, I began to
busy streets, pissing everyone off and
tinue to hold sway over the various national
recall a similar experience with the holiergenerally being retarded.
news outlets, one issue managed to reassert
than-thous. You see, before heading on
They shouted all sorts of scripture
itself via violence ... abortion.
up to Humboldt County, I worked at a
verses. They proclaimed the horrible evil
The continuing legacy of Roe v. Wade in
haunted house in San Diego. Actually, it
we were perpetrating would damn us to
the 90s seems to be war. Doctors, nurses
was THE haunted house in San Diego.
hell. They wanted to shut us down.
and patients have never really been the comThe Haunted Hotel was hyped big time
Ironically, however, a “Christian”
batants, but they are almost always the caonall the major radio TV stations. There
haunted house was operating across
sualties.
were ads daily in the paper. My bosses
town, complete with rooms filled with all
Maimed, mutilated, bombed, burned and
hired Hollywood special effects people
BY FRANK VELLA
sorts of truly horrible things. Back-alley
shot by the latest crop of the “righteous,”
and spent who knows how much on laabortions, same-sex marriages and canthese people face the possibility of death and
tex, black lights and fake blood and fur.
cer-ridden AIDS victims on hospital
_ Injury at the hands of skulking cowards who
And it was scary. I can’t tell you how
beds — oh my! I think I'd take Frankenleave bombs and run away, or fire from the
many people I, personally, sent sprinting offinto the dark with who
stein and bursting chest cavities in my haunted house any day.
shadows and melt into the night.
knows what running down their legs. It was a lot of fun.
This is the part where I find my faith restored in the common
There is no question in my mind that the
In fact, I can say that our best moment came when we scared the
man. Those in line — most of whom were high school bad asses
psychotic freaks who perpetrate these acts
bejeezus out of a few Chargers, including Mr. Seau himself. When’s
with girlfriends in tow — grew so irritated by the protesters, that
are predominantly (if not universally) male.
the last time you saw five NFL athletes screech like women and
they began spitting on them, calling them names and pushing them
How pathetic.
cower behind their wives?
out onto the street. It really was a beautiful moment.
The deeply personal decision to go
As Halloween drew closer (the hotel opened the first week of
Unfortunately, I missed most of the action. I got to see the procesthrough with an abortion belongs to the
October and had lines forming every night of the month), the
sion and a few good punches thrown for 15 minutes while I was on
woman making it, not to any man involved
crowds got larger. And soon enough, we caught the attention of the
a break, but I didn’t get to see the spitting and pushing. This was
or uninvolved in the pregnancy. It is the
God Squad.
reported to me by my friends out on the street working their asses
woman’s right to share or conceal the pregFor three nights, beginning just two days before Halloween, the
off on crowd control.
nancy as well. It is not the right of some wildborn-agains protested the Haunted Hotel. This was not good.
I was too busy, you see. Someone had to keep the customers
eyed zealot to seek her or her doctor out and
You gotta understand. We had lines wrapped around two-and-ashitting bricks.
punish them.
half city blocks in downtown San Diego. The lines were six or so
Frank Vella is the production manager of The Lumberjack.
It is not a decision for our political arenas
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Sexuality shouldn't determine how people treat people
by Naom# Slivertree

Recently I heard on the radio one of the
most outrageous statements I
have ever heard in my life, that the
people who say it’s OK to be gay
are responsible for the death of
Matthew Sheppard, the gay student who was beaten to death in
Wyoming. Put this on a par with
Earth First being responsible for
David Chain’s death. The people
who murder are responsible for
the act, just as men who rape are

responsible for rape, not the
woman who wore the short skirt.
Sometimes, we all get angry,

even outraged over beliefs or
lifestyles that do not conform to
our own. Regarding the situation

of gay people in society, a historical and theological perspective is
in order. Until the middle ages,
same-sex unions were acceptable,
even in the church. The church
campaign against homosexuality
began as part of a campaign

against heretics. The medieval

iueretical movements were a challenge to the

otherwise with all people. We grow up
largely internalizing the attitudes of soci-

what was intolerable, not homosexuality.
Especially before the separation of church
and state.
The two Biblical stories that are usually
used against homosexuals, the story of

ety, but if we look at the reality of our bodies, we exist not strictly as male or female
but in a varying range. All females have
male hormones. All males have female hor-

power of the church hierarchy. That was

Sodom and Gomorrah and the story of
Onan, are misinterpretations. The priestly
moral overlay on the geological disaster
which overtook those cities (probably in the
form of cooking fires that ignited oil, which
seeped to the surface of the ground after
earthquakes) had to do with the selfishness
and failure of the people to provide hospitality. The story of Onan was admonishment, not against the superstition of the homunculus (the belief that sperm constitutes
the whole ofa human being with the female
contributing no genetic material and playing no role except that of a cranky incubator) but against his refusal to raise an heir to
his brother.
Sexuality is a core aspect of biological beings, which we happen to be. We are also

spiritual. Hopefully, a loving spirituality can
grow to inform our relationships, sexual or

mones. Indeed, the body of the most virile macho male was female before it was
male. There is no man born without vesti-

gial breasts. It is genetics, upbringing, so-

ciety, and unknown other factors that determine how our sexuality will manifest.
But, our natural sexuality, ifanything, is to
be bisexual.
Sexuality whether glorious or tainted

guides our attitude towards people. There

are those who would say that my present
writing uses Sheppard’s death to promote
a political agenda. It needs to be under-

stood that murder is a culturally condi-

tioned societal component. We must not
be silent in the face of ignorance, cruelty

and suffering when all who live are affected

by ignorance. Adolf Hitler’s first step in
taking over Germany, after all, was the or-

to make, either. Men will never have to face

the consequences of pregnancies, wanted or
not. For this reason, I believe that men

should be barred from voting on the issue
at all. But that will never be.
A man who must vote on the issue of the
rights of women in dealing with their unique
needs has only one conscionable option- to
reaffirm their inalienable right to choose for
themselves. Similarly, a man choosing between two or more candidates should try to
pick a person who will strongly support that
right.
As bad as the violence has been, a decision to move a woman’s trial back to pre-

vent her from terminating a pregnancy was
recently made by a female judge. Providing
such a precedent in the law is clearly unsupportable and an abuse of that jurists’ power.
Judge

or not, she was wrong

to assert her

personal beliefs.
One might wonder if the judge is married
to a self-righteous wifebeater from a

“goodly” church.
Though I doubt that the people involved
in the bombings, shootings and assaults of

the past decade can truly be described as

ganization ofa committee against abortion
and homosexuality.

Christians, many of them have laid claim to
it. If one examines the belief system, the fol-

Naomi Silvertree is a music ma 707,

See Mr. Pist, page 33
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0: Do you
A: No. There is a great variety
of people and cultures.

A: Not really, because even

though there is a small population, you can find a wide variety of people from all over.

A: No. In my opinion there are
many various types of people on
campus. And besides, coming
from where I am from four people
of different backgrounds is a lot,
since Sonora (where I am from)
is 98 percent the same.

Karen Caldwell
geology sophomore

Bryson Rectunwald
engineering junior

Vance Bernikoff
CIS freshman

A: Arcata is considered to be

A: Humboldt State is not as

“diverse”, meaning that many

diverse as other schools, but

different types of people live in
this area. But I think that
Humboldt State would greatly
benefit from more cultural diversity. The people at the
Multicultural Center work really hard to bring diversity to
campus; I appreciate their ef-

that is probably because of our
remote location. I am glad this

school is very open minded
about the diversity thing.

Joy Hall
undeclared sophomore

forts and Salsa concerts!
Erin Chambers
communications senior

Compiled by — Kristi Sullivan
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A different kind of environmentalism
by Kyles Seits

I feel the need to reply to some of the issues in this week’s Lumberjack. This is my
opinion and I would like to see some other
point of view; other than the “Environmentalist” point of view.
I am a student here at HSU,

in my senior year. I am an avid
hunter, fisherman, hiker and

backpacker. I do not want to see
wasted be-

the environment

or stupidity.
cause of ignorance
I want to see old growth redwoods, fish in the streams and

animals in the forest. So what
is wrong with that I ask? AbsoWhat galls me ¢
some

ough,
x0)

Pp eople

tempting to prove

about

fe if One

al-

par-

ticular way is the ONLY way to
keep all these different things
We

preserved.

all

know

° who

i'm talking about. Some Eartl
First activists are so en ive
about their ideas and theologies

County

of

sports team,

I love
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heautiful.
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with
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their trees.
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that,

re pes¢
private,

He yw would

you

happy to be there
Lam sick to death of people

telling me that I don’t want to
preserve the environment hecause I condone logging. I read
a bumper sticker the other day

happen

ber about PL
activists

being

the bad guys.
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Right now, the law says that choice is legal
All other factors are personal.
Regardless the arguments of a “Christian
nation, ” we are home to Buddhists, Hindus,
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Atheists, Pagans, Wiccans...

Questions regarding the editorial content of
Lumberjack should be directed to the Editor.
The Lumberjack

The

editorial is written based on

the majority opinion of the newspaper's editorial
board
Guest columns and opinion articles reflect the

opinion of the writers, not necessarily those of
The Lumberjack or its staff writers. The Lumberjack welcomes submissions for guest columns.
Submissions

must be typed and less than 600

words.
Letters to the editor can be mailed, e-mailed,

minedby their pe .rsonal moral (or religious)

property.

one question.

mutilated.

+

at

their judge (one way or another).

First

McRinle yville.

faith

and selectively quote

.

2

Kylee Seitz is a biology major from

mainstream

would
be irre l1e€Van to the law. For Christian
choice and God
women. abortion is their

blab-

d guys,”
That makes those activists the “ba
now doesn’t it?

no

y

Pp.
Fa-

cause it’s “priv

sii’

few,
[ have

points.

such ends, I doubt they’d try to pound the
above maxims into such twisted forms. It 1s c
likely tl 1at insinuation is the tool of
more
choice for such preachers.
If the Bible provided such guidance, it

old growth

Get a clue. Stop this incessant

won't

promise

1]

has the right to ai what

Lumber

and

old grow th redwoods

killers have emerged to wreak havoc on out
hospitals and medical workers. For those

coals ae

tempt to teach such things to its congrega
. Even if a pastor did manage to com-

still has
parks

Most

holiness

Clearly.

for

Coast

N ort h

this area

forests.

healthy

them.

to

the

However,

generations.

want

OM

going On

been

There isn’t much room to wiggle on that
one, is there? Maybe that’s why only a few

Judge

Harshly punish them for

them all vou want.
extra

measure,

can purerrant or
from the

WHATEVER
YOU
DO TO THE
LEAST OF MY PEOPLE YOU HAVE
DONE UNTO ME.

except for the h eathen women who
i
seek to end th e suffering c: sea Dy a rapist

or a failed contraceptive

of one is

Christian faith serves as fair warning:

SELF-

it he re.

lam

utah: automati-

“other side.” Guess what?

years.

of the

HSU’ eas

cally makes me a member

SIX

and
itif somebody came into your backyard
VW bug you stil]
wanted to take that old
it
drive to rally’s away from you: > Noy ye,
9
ate property:

| am a

ner table, or in a suitably vulnerable place.
JUDGE NOT LEST YE BE JUDGED
except for people who take vital signs and
generally care for pregnant women, like
nurses at women’s clinics. You should bomb
them to death for the sake of God’s gift of
life.
LOVE THY NEIGHBOR AS lH Y-

Humboldt

recific ally to log trees. L ogging

cific

member

past

of

came to California to work in

choosing a “side.” Pll admit, I
First activist.

a resident

ancestors

My

re »dwo od

an Earth

be ‘en

voices of others to the morals
wrong.
If none of the above arguments
chase territory in the minds of the
fanatic, one indisputable maxim

in the presence of their families at the din-

environment.

for the

that nobody, in their view, 1S
able to get on with life without

AM NOT, nor will I EVER be

THOU SHALT NOT KILL- unless, of
course, it’s a doctor who performs abortions.
They can be killed freely, provided they are

state of California must create and carry
THP’s which are approved by the state.
Don’t accuse the timber companies of not
putting enough effort or research into pre| have

have a cacophony to serve, and enslaving the

lowing changes would be necessary to support their actions:

aware of exactly what a Timber Harvest Plan
is, and how much work goes into making
one? Some THP’s take years to ae Extensive work goes into the study of the habitat, the biology and the ecological preservation of a potential logging area. ‘THP’s are
designed to keep a forest constantly growing and thriving. All timber companies in the

is the

rently be slightly louder or stronger, but we

e continued from page 32

I constantly wonder how. many
people who play “follow the leader” are

erving the

lutely nothing.

way

that said, “A healthy forest is no accident!” |
believe this is true.

list is endless. The Christian voice may cur-

the

or delivered to The Lumberjack, Nelson Hall East
6,

Arcata

Calif.

95521;

e-mail:

thejack @axe.humboldt.edu. Letters must be received by 5 p.m. Friday and must be 200 words
or less. Letters and guest columns must include the writer’s name, city, phone number,

major and year in school If a student. They
are subject to editing for grammar, style, content
and length.
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BEEMAN AIRGUNS

ed

all models.

requesting money be sent or giving a
number

over the

Best prices in Cailifor-

nia/Oregon. See our Web site for
prices! http://www.raso.com. Call
toll free 888-447-2550.

_ Before responding to advertisements
phone,

SNOWBOARD STUFF 1 pair size
10 Work boots, $50obo; large pair
of gloves. Slick! $15; men’s extra
large “Z” style snowboard pants.
Extra Slick! $25. 839-8082.

you may want to contact the local Better Business Bureau to verify the authenticity of the company. The Lumberjack is not responsible for the va-

lidity of any offers advertised.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

1993 HONDA CIVIC Custom Extras, 72K miles, 5-speed, 2 door,
$8,500 OBO. 822-5412, 725-0694
message.
USED Wetsuits, surfboards,
skateboards. Buy and sell. North
Coast Sports. 418 3rd St., Eureka.
442-6044 — Since 1973.

WANTED: Classified Ad about studio time in exchange for musicians
that Greg lost! Please call 8263259 to reschedule or refund.

DANNY’S DISCOUNT BOOKS:
where new books are always 60%
off and used books have a low, low
price. Saturday and Sunday 10-5,

Flea Market by the Bay, Foot of

<

°

Del Norte St., Eureka. 442-1998.

OPPORTUNITIES
DEMOCRATS! Political action,
share ideas, campaign experience.

Democrats

of HSU

every Wed., 4 p.m. NHE

meets

BUD’S MINI STORAGE winter
special begins Oct. 1. Mention this
ad, pay for two months and receive the third month FREE. Call

116.

822-8511 for further details.
pires Jan. 1.

ROOMS AVAILABLE to share
three-bedroom house in Eureka

$245/month,

$333 deposit.

QUALITY

FRIENDLY

]8EP

@

CITY OF ARCATA YOUTH BAS-

<p>
MAZDA
@ TOYOTA

=

FRESHWATER SLOUGH HIGH
TIDE RIDE Join Hum-Boats on
Freshwater Slough and ride the
high tide until the trees stop our
progress at Old Arcata Road. Old
bridges and historic dock sites
make for a cruise up the Slough.
Sat. Nov. 7, noon to 3 p.m. 4443048.
FULL MOON KAYAK RIDE Paddle
Humboldt Bay as the sun sets and
enjoy the full moon rise on a crisp
fall evening. Sat., Nov. 7, 5-8 p.m.
Hum-Boats 444-3048.

AFFORDABLE ASTROLOGY! $3
to $35 for computer astro-reports
on relationships, relocation, current trends and birth information.
One day turnaround at Moonrise
Herbs. For info call 839-0850.

SERVICE

@

¢ Electrical Repairs

* Cooling Systems
¢ Clutches * Engine Overhauls
¢ Preventive Maintenance & Tune-ups

sao

J.

Strees,

Arcata

DATGOUN

|

=

<@

Loaner
HONDA

<@®

Bikes

Available
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REDWOOD

AUTOMOTIVE'S

quality

friendly

service

including

|
— NO
Custom
paddle!
is pro-

all the fun! Also

available: River and Ocean Instruction by ACA certified instructors. North Coast Adventures
Kayaking at http://www.northcoast

adventures.com or 677-3124.

PERSONALS
LAUREN

PALMER:

My

heart

beats for you. Thanks for all your
love and understanding. Te amo,.
Billy.

CLASSIFIED ADS REALLY Work.

Don’t believe us?, then check out
the ad below. It’s a real-life, trueas-the-day-is-long testimonial to
the very honest supposition that
buying a classified ad in The Lumberjack is both a prudent and
thrifty move. Like the vicissitude
of the sea, Lumberjacks ads sell.

: Lumberjack Classified
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(Free Inspection & Estimate)

AUTOMOTIVE
822 - 3770

vided,

WATER SPORTS

¢ Brakes

=
REDWOOD

GUIDED KAYAK TRIPS
EXPERIENCE NEEDED!
trips anywhere you want to
All necessary equipment

Application deadline Nov. 9. Applications available at Arcata Recreation Division, 736 F St., or call
822-7091.

Vaughn, 268-0312

1992 NISSAN SENTRA 73K
miles, original owner, AM/FM cassette, 4-speed, perfect condition.
Loaded. A steal at $4,500!! 6779521.

THRILLS

game statistics. $5.75/hr.

RESOLVE DEEP-SEATED issues

EST-CE QUE VOTRE PAYS
dorigine est francophone? Si
“oul.”
Cherche
gardienne
d'enfants pour fille de 10 ans qui
parle francais aussi. 1-2 fois par
semaine; $6/hr. 822-2008.

$80. Jodie Ellis, CMT. 826-2369.

basic

with hypotherapy, past life regression, inner child work. Call Susan

441-4910.

on

REFEREE: $7-$10/hr.
SCOREKEEPER: Record

Ex-

Cal!

2.5-hour session. Sliding fee, $40-

scorekeepers as needed. $5.90$6.44/hr.

@> Gioe
EDAOG@e®NVSSIN

on

SHAMANIC HEALING Principles
An extraordinary series of lecture/
discussions begins Sat., Nov. 7,
Nelson Hall East, rm. 113, HSU.
Presenter Susan Vaughn, 2680312

TRADITIONAL THAI MASSAGE.
This ancient healing art relaxes
balances, heals using rhythmic
palming accupressure, stretching.

KETBALL: Program Supervisor:
Overall management of league,
supervise program staff and
coaches. 15-20 hours/week.
$7.26/hr.
GYM SUPERVISOR: Oversee facility staff, fill in for referees or

©1998 WASHINGTO
POST WRITERS GROUP

credit card
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Ads Work!!
(a true story)

BEFORE AD

AFTER AD

Wanda had a problem. She had a garage full of stuff she needed to get rid
of before she took offto Europe for the summer. She needed to get rid of a
couch, a few chairs, some kitchen items (pots, pans, utensils) and various

other things. Her friends had mentioned a garage sale, but Wanda had no
time for that nonsense. She walked down to the University Ticket Office in
Nelson Hall East and bought herself a Lumberjack classified ad.
For the low, low price of $6 for 25 words (20¢ for each additional word)
Wanda bought a phat ad seen by more than 5,000 people in Humboldt
County a week. Plus — as a special bonus — Wanda’s classified ad was
automatically included in The Lumberjack online. Neat, huh?
Well, before you knew it, Wanda’s phone was ringing off the hook. She

sold all her stuff, made a little cash for the bars that night and was ready to
e move out of her place without having to worry about putting that
stinky
® couch in storage.
e

e

®
©
Information about classified ads
8
e
a
the lumberjack ¢ nelson hall east 6 « arcata, ca * 95521-8299
®
®
® phone: 707.826.3259 « fax: 707.826.5921 * email: thejack @ axe.humboldt.edu
*
®
®
Oh, by the way ...
e
®
All classified advertising must be
°
8
prepaid. The rate for students and
®
nonprofit organizations is $3 for 25
©
words, 10¢ for each additional
e
®
word. Adds can run from one week
e
to all semester. We don’t care as
®
long as the check clears, capeesh?
*
®
®
(ok, so maybe
really is no wanda)
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“Résumé

“Living ia a Rape
Prone Society”
discussion in FH
125, 826-4216

Writing
Techniques”
workshep in

|

NHW 232.
826-3341

4

Little Feat in the Van Duzer

Theatre. $23 general, $17
students/seniors. 826-3928

Self-defense

Selffoved ones defense

workshop on the Quad.

Duzer Theatre. $20 general,

826-4216

$15 students/seniors. 826-3928

Jazz Violin Masters in the Van

Blood Mobile at SunnyBrae School. |

Frida 6
~ ae eee

Acrylic °

workshop in the
j}{workshop
Green and Gold |} in MCC.
Room.826-4216 1] 826-4216
443-8004

Ricky Skaggs and Kentucky

workshop at the Eureka Theater. 442-1692

Thunder in the Van Duzer

Blood Mobile on thé Quad. 443-8004 |
1Sexual
Tassdult

|
|

_ | Theatre. $25 general$20 HSU

, students. 826-3928

"The Nexus of Abuse”:

“Making Every Mistake Twice”

aware- | Workshop with Sheri Johnson,
ness

|) atthe Eureka Public Library. :

rally on

445-6250

the *

| Quad.
| 826| 4216

by Jeff Demark at the North
Coast Repertory Theatre today

7

and tomorrow: $10 268-0175
KRFH Benefit Concert in the
Kate Buchanan Room.

}.

“Windowspeak’ by Daniel Stein
at the Dell’Arte Studio Theatre
today and tomorrow. $8

_Saturda

general, $6 student&/seniors

! a.

668-5663.

ue workshop i in NHE 106.
“How to Make YourromanWork
:
| $44 general, $39 HSU students 445-2014

wc

‘Community flu shots: ae

so.

“From the Source” contempotary Native American art

}

” “exhibition and opening
| reception at the Ink People

18+
re, Mckinleyville. $5 ages

Gallery. 445-0700

“Wild Wings” at‘the HSU Natural
History Museum.for ages. 4.to.8,
‘$9 general, $7 members 826-4479

{ adut CPR and first aid class at 406 11th St. Eureka. $15
,
clags or $25 for both. et

_|*Of Land and Life: Péople of
- Klamath, part 1” film.by James
‘Culp at the Ink People Center.

442-8413,

for one

_sunida V io
ua

ml

rim trail *

hike; meet at Safeway lot
in Arcata. 839-8709

“ Open Mind Benefit Concert in the Van Duzer
Theatre featuring Phat Daddy, The Sky, Slow Burn
and Blué Sol. $7 general, $5 nee 839-1202 |

Monday J.
Blood Mobile.at vicar Market. 443-8004

“The Pacific Lumber

_ | Habitat, Conserva-

: tion Plan” forum at

* the Rhoner River
Lodge, Fortuna.
443-7433
“Romeo and Juliet”
auditions at Narth Coast
Repertory Theatre today
and ‘tomorrow. 268-0175

Sierra Club executive board meeting
atthe Adomi Center. 839-8709

443-8004
Blood Mobile at the Forsestry Building.

Solar Oven
workshop at CCAT.
826-3551

Potluck at
CCAT.
826-3551

“Flower Biology: Pollination
Tales from Northwestern
California” at the Arcata

Masonic Lodge. 822-7190

—

HSU Newman
Community
A Catholic student organization
Catholic Mass 5:30 p.m.
Sunday at Lutheran Church
Chaplain Fr. Louis Coddaire
822-6057
17th St.
BME Natural

16th St.

Upcoming Events:

Resources

Nov. 7th:

Workshop from 10-noon at the Newman Center Given by
Maureen Welsh, MSCC. Thomas Wolfe says You Can't Go
Home Again. We say -- yes you can but you have to pay
attention. A discussion how to make “reentry” easier on
students and student families during holiday breaks.

Nov. 14th:

Trip to Ferndale

Union Street

14th Street

THE LUTHERAN
CHURCH
of Arcata
151 E. 16th St.

7th Street

NEWMAN CENTER
700 Union Street
Arcata, California

(707) 822-6057

¢
¢
¢
¢
¢
*

Daily Mass @ 7a.m.
Retreats
Bible Study
Friday Night Dinners
Social Activities
Service Projects

Computers
Study Area
Counseling
Spiritual Guidance
Tutoring
Camaraderie

Sunday - Thursday
noon to 11 pm

OPEN

EVERY

DAY

Friday & Saturday
noo
to n
| am

INCLUDING

SUNDAYS

&

HOLIDAYS

Corner of 5th and J, Arcata ¢ 822-2228 reservat
ions

